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CLOSING OUT SALE
Fall and Winter
Every Garment Sold
Room

!

Clothing

SWEETSIR & MERRILL’S

M. Max Strakosch lias the honor to announce for
this evening

M’LLE THERESA TIT1ENS,
THE LYRIC STAGE.

The directors have succeeded in making arrange-

ments for the Titien Concerts with

M’ME ARABELLA. GODDARD,

Slaughtering Prices to make
for Our Spring Goods.
at

The sale of reserved seats now at C. K. Hawes’
Music Store, 177 Middle Street.
fcSteinway Pianos
used at the Titiens Concerts.
de21dtd

2

LATE MITrsIC HALL.

W. w. larrabee. ......Proprietor.
J. H. COOKE...Stage Manager.

OR

BOYS,

MEN,

-AT-

E. 8. MERRILL’S
DEALER IN

CHILDREN,

for

2.

Evening

on

at S.

(Ihariuiki,

m.iriiuu

Walker.

MAINE,

Seats.50 cts.

PORT LAND MUSEUM,
Cor. of

Congress and Exchange Streets.
I. T. WYER Sc CO.,
Proprietors.

New Year’s Week-Grand Triple Bill.
manday, Dec. 37th,
and for one week only, the Popular Young Actor

Tuesday, Dec. 27ih and 28tb,
Wednesday Matinee,
The Thrilling Emotional Drama from the French,
by the author of the Two Orphans, entitled
anil
and

Matinee,

NICK

of

Saturday Night, New Year’s, Jan. 1,1815.
The Sensational Drama
of

a.

Alsli WOOL PANTS FOR $3.00 and
the land.
and

200 Undercoats

Cole.

Clothing

10,000 Paper Collars ioc,
Former Price 20 & 25c.

Men’s

Suspenders

15c.

Former Price 25c,

Remember this great sale

Shirts

C. D. B. FISK & €0.,
THE

GREAT

and

35c to

Drawers

$3.50.

lOOO Pants from 75c

CLOTHIERS,

$7.00.

to

233 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

Don’t forget that this
Great Sale lasts only a few

dtf

5000

than ALL OTHERS can sell
it, although OTHERS say
different; they do not
know of whom they talk.
We have seen 'some smart
men hut could always find
another just as smart, and
we do not have to go to
Providence to And them
either.
A large assortment of

LOOK!
POUNDS
—

Holiday Goods,

WE OFFER■

Arrangements have been made with the Railroads,
Express Companies, etc., at reduced rates.
Admission 25 cents.

All specimens must bo exhibited in pairs.
For premium lists, etc., address
CHAS. A. EATON, Sec’y,
d&w5w51
Portland, Me.

Nice Assorted Broken Candy,
Nice Fine mixed Candy,
Extra Quality,
...
Cream Almonds,
French Chocolate Drops,
>
Fresh Cum Drops.

SUGAR
One
A

toe assortment ot

European and American Watches, Chains,
Diamonds, Stone and Cameo Kings,
Cameo Sets, Necklaces. Lockets, Bracelets, Charms, Gold and Silver Thimbles,
Opera Glasses, Elated Ware, &c., for
sale as low as can be purchased else-

Gerrish

&

Kid,

TOYS.

of the finest stocks ever offered in town.

Akd

OTHER

especially for the

HOLIDAYS !

Nuts of

dtjal

all

Buck,

—

GLOVES,

3XT eck.t ies

Kinds.

of every

description,

X McLean &

X-MAS PRESENTS 2

G. H. Lamson’s
NEW STORE,
301 middle Street.
Swiss and American Watches,
Walcli Chains,

Buttons, studs, Lockets, Crosses,
Charms, Kye Classes, Spectacles, &c.

Plain, Chased. Stone CauK-o. Amethynl,
Topaz, Onyx, Prarl nudoiamond

RINGS.

Glasses,
oriental

black

SILVER” WARE,
Napkin

FRENCH

Kniveii, Cake RanAlxo

CLOCKS,

&C.

All Fresh Goods

VERY

SELLING
—

AT

LOW

201 Middle St., Xenrly 0i>i>. Falmouth.
declodtt

|j

Improved Elastic Lock-Stitch

g Only $25.

—

independent appropriation to esBridgton, let it set
apart a.portion of the mill tax or revenue derived from the savings bank tax for Ibis pur.

tablish

a

normal school at

We guarantee these Mnchines
be Inlly equnl in NTII.G,

I

to

a

^

lias

MAINE,

257 1-2 MIDDLE

a

large

stock

,_

Holiday

Street.

—

STREET.*

Presents!

Happy

—

IN

those: WISHING

Fine Mantel Vases, Pnrinn Ntatnettis anti
be

I

J.

1\EVV YEARS CARDS E\tiRAVED
Will please leave their orders

Loring,
decll

as

is the

STATIONERY LINE

early

hand.

on

Our friends in the city and from
the country will find themselves
amply repaid by a visit to our
salesrooms.
dlw

as

possible.

Short & Harmon.
d2w

Can be

SUCCESSFULLY
TREATED
Without the

1

And

that
at the

man

Largest & Cheapest
Clothing House

dec!6dtf

COST !

e^ratTth"”vepri«^Sfe8,:0m

ASD

buys his Clothing

DEERING BLOCK.

—

year’to

Standard Works, Gift and Miscellaneous Books of all descriptions and styles ot Binding.
Louis Roussefet’s India,
The
Dresden Gallery, The Dore Gallery, Hogarth Heliotypes, and
other works of ancient and mod*
era art.
A large stock of staple goods in
the

KNIFE

holiday «oods ! 469 CONGRESS ST.,

Iast

sirable

d1—1

Vases, Toilet Sets, Cut and Plain
Class. Plain and Gold Baud China,
Parian, Alabaster, Lava and Papier niaehe Goods, Bronzes, Lamp
Goods of all kinds, Plated Ware,
Ac., Are.

p9

everything
rich, unique and de-

STUDS,

of

consisting of

$25 $25 $25 $25
AT

in the line ot

constantly

HANDKERCHIEFS

Burleigh & Co.,

OK.

of the

A.

II.

BUOWN,
Street,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.,
Enclosing twenty-live cents for
Pamphlet and Postage.
208 Chapel

STOBEr

NEW

C.

H.

LAM SON,

Watch-Maker and Jeweller,
NO.

201

MIDDLE

FRENCH

STREET,

CLOCKS l

ARXER LOWELL,
255
dlf

normal
an ex-

that if
normal

the

delO

MIDDLE

New Hampshire people feel quite certain that their State constitution can be improved by a little judicious tinkering. The

only change in that instrument since its
adoption in 1792 has been the abolition of the
property qualification, originally prescribed
for certain officers, though an opportunity
for revision is afforded every seven years.
The seventh year returns with the next election. Among the changes suggested are the
abolition of the religious test, the reduction
of the House and enlargement of the Senate,
the fixing of the basis of representation on
the population instead of the number of
ratable polls, the change of the time of election from March to November, a check upon
the power of increasing municipal indebtedness, biennial elections of Governor and biennial sessions of the Legislature.

There is considerable curiosity to know
what position the Texans will taksrin regard
to the proposed Democratic measure for the
reduction of the atmy. The Texas delegation, headed by Maxey and Hancock, have
called upon the President to ask that more
troops be sent to guard the Mexican frontier
on the Rio Graude.
As the present force is

scarcely large enough to occupy all the territory needing protection, it is not easy to see
how the Texas request can be granted. A
reduction of the army certainly does not
help the matter.
And

Mr. P. Flynn informs the Rockland Opinion, through the columns of tho
Gazette, that he is the author of the article
pronouncing the charge of the Opinion that
Gen. Tilson threatened to discharge such
workmen on Hurricane Island as did not vote
the Republican ticket, as false and malicious,
Mr. Flynn says that he voted the Democratic
ticket last fall at Hurricane Island and intends to next. He never heard such a thing,
though he attended tho meeting at which
Gen. Tilson spoke.
now

The Democrats are

STREET.
t5t

going to repeat

an

old

trick which has always failed. They
have agreed to hold their national convention as late as possible In order that they
may take advantage of any false movement
of their opponents. Heretofore the result of
ttris experiment has been that the Republicans have invariably placed themselves on
tho right side of the questions at issue, leaving the wrong side to the Democrats who
have taken it without the slightest hesitation. History wil repeat itself.

trick,

a

Cueist

The largest assortment to be found in the city, at
Unusual Low Prices to suit the Time*.

189 Middle St.
dcl7

use

CAUSTICS
without pain. Address,
or

Nearly opposite the “Falmouth.”
nov4
dtf

MAINE.

re-

Legislature cannot do a
wiser act than to accept it and comply with
the proffered conditions. The appropriation
required to carry out the project will be very

AND—

Market

42

Useful and Fancy Articles hundreds of other Fancy
and useful Articles.
suitable for

^

p

FOB

tjat

WM. E. THOMES

GEORGE ULMER*
AGENT

SHIRT

dec22

INn, €APa<!ITV aadUlIKtRII,. B
ITV lo the machines sold by otEier
2
cotnpanicH at $00.
Q
and examine or send for cir2

cnlar.
Htlall

by

policy,

will

small.

tons,

ST.,

J.B. LITCHFIELD.

3

notice,
ABNER LOWELL, 255 Middle Street.
requiring work done please apply to
dl5t
Home” ot W. C. A No. 1G Spring St., plain
____
JOB WORK of f rcry
and family sewing, dresa-maktog, copying, embroid- ]
neatdescription
ocSWtf
I If execntctl nt this office.
ering and fancy-work in wools, &c., &c.

PERSONS

ormerjy occupied

i SEWING MACHINES j j

—

—

82 EXCHANGE

Hooper ^

Aftek sheltering Sharkey for a time,Cuba
now supposed to be be entertaining our
greatest thief, unawares. Tweed is said to
be there. The islanders must be bitterly hostile to Spain if they prefer to its protection
that of a country which sends such representatives to their shores.
is

Current Notes.
A Mr. Morrow of Bangor, has received the
appointment of Assistant Doorkeeper of the
House.—Portland Argus.
Mr. Morrow is not aware of the fact, but
has an impression that an ex-rebel from
Texas got that position. The Argus should
keep better posted on New England polit'cal

interests.—llangor Whig.

The fact is undeniable that the Democratic
tion in them, are preferred by experienced
school officials to such teachers as have even party has never lost an opportunity where
had the advantages of a wider general cul- presented to treat Liberals and Independents
with manifest discourtesy and disrespect.
ture, indicates the worth of such an institu- How long do our
Liberal friends intend to
tion. In a general way, people learn very submit to this persistent
indecency on the
slowly respecting the best methods of instruc- part of the Democratic party.— Oswego Times
(Rep.)
tion in our public schools.
Within three
Pendleton is raiding the South on a Presiyears a Maine editor published a column edidential tour. It is said Thurman and sevtorial to prove that the methods of teaching
eral other Democratic aspirants are coming.
forty years since were quite as good as the
Gentlemen, come along, but don’t peddle any
present. Nevertheless, the greater part of more gusb. vVe want the Texas and
Pacific
our people acknowledge that special
training Kailroad. The party that opposes this measure
of
justice is no friend of the South.—
is advantageous to an instructor of children
Nashville American (Dem.)
for the same reason that it is for a mac
If Speaker Kerr had been especially desira lawyer or a physician.
In the next few
ous of teaching
Independents, Liberals, aud
years the good results of special training for
all other unattached people of that kind, to go
teachers of our public schools will become so
back to their own place, he could hardly have
generally conceded that normal school teach- devised a better plan than he fell upon
in the
ers will bo sought for all common schools
appointment of some of his committees.
wtere people of average intelligence are
Snubbing Mr. Chittenden, Gen. Banks, and
others, is likely to be construed as a good incharged with their management.
dication that the Democratic party wants no
In our own Mate we have tried both the
aid from people who do not “run with the
normal school and the teachers’ institute.
machine.”—A; T. Tribune.
The latter has undoubtedly accomplished
some good, but has not been a success.
Gen. Sherman’s Speech.—At the New
The
attendance was so small and the interest so England dinner in New York, Gen. Sherman
feeble that the last Legislature acted wisely responded to the sentiment, “The Army.” The
in doing away with the teachers’ institute.
following is an abstract:
This great land extends from ocean to ocean.
On the other hand the normal schools have
It is densely populated here, but sparsely
popfurnished the State a large number of skill- ulated
in other parts, and the little army of
ful teachers, and their healthy influence has
25,000 men is the connecting link between the
future and the past.
been worth many times the money expended.
They have a task to perform the same as our pilgrim fathers had, and
If we had several more of these schools their some future generation will look forward to
as they did, and even at
Fort Laramie,
good results would be still more apparent in them
and I hope there may be a banquet then somebetter schools, greater interest and more what the
same as there is here to-night.
(Applause.) The aTmy is now one of peace, and
practical instruction.
should lead our hearts to peace.
It does.
One question which will come before the
There wa3 a space of about a few years ago
next Legislature is: “Shall we have more
when everyone was in war, when we were
normal schools ?” There is one in the censtruggling for our existence, and I need hardly
refer to it. I appeal to you all and believe you
tral part of the State and one in the east. will
say that there was never such an example
Shall the west have one? Acknowledging in since the time of Christ that the couquering
race gave to the conquered the same
rignts that
genernl terras the usefulness of the two we
they themselves possessed. (Applause.) The
have, shall we refuse to make provision for very moment the war ceased, that very mowith them our food, gave them
more when those we have cannot
supply the ment we shared
and took them to the protection
schools with all the normal teachers re- employment
of that flag' which is to be the common flag of
quired ? Certainly this would not be the part our home. * Applause.) I say again—and I
believe I say what others will echo with me—
of wisdom, or fair sense even.
that every Southern man who will come with
Last year the trustees and friends of Bridg- us heart and band to build
up this nation, to
make it as it were the very perfection of civilton Academy made a proposition to turn over
ized nations; where property is secure, where
to the State the extensive grounds of that inlife is secure, aud where contracts are enforced,
stitution with its fund of about §4000, in all
and where honesty is enforced, from the highest down to the lowest—1 say they are as welabout §20,000 worth of property, for a norcome as though they were born on the surface
mal school. The Educational Committee reof Plymouth Book. (Applause.)
But let them cherish one thought of hostility,
but
the
ported favorably,
Legislature was not
let them have
in reserve—any boast
ripe for the question and it went over. IVe of their old anything
Confedeiacy—a storm will rise over
understand that the same favorable offer will
their heads tenfold as fierce as the last one
which swept this land.
be made to the next Legislature. A great
(Applause.) Gentlemen, I am speaking now for an army scattered
many enterprises have failed because their
all over this continent—not of the
regular
management was entrusted to unskilled and army, for that is a small body of men now—
but for an army of men—for the muscle, and
untaught men. Maine wastes thousands of bone, and brain which now
agitates America
dollars every year through the employment (Applause.) We see ourselves
to-day in a sort
of
apathetic position. I hear more complaints
of inexperienced and uninstructed teachers
iu New York than I ever heard in
life—
—enough to support a normal school in every and I used to live here—of bard times,myof dull
I don’t see it, but I bavn’tbad the
county. It seems, therefore, that we should times.
means of
the counter, nor inapply the same common sense to this matter side your looking behind
ledgers. But the country at large is
of providing for a supply of skilled teachers
not unprosperous. There is more land cultivatthat we do in other affairs, namely, to offer ed than ever before.
There are more mines
developed every day than ever before. There
every possible facility for the practical educais more room for the unoccupied than ever betion of school teachers, on the score of econ- fore, I will guarantee honest employment for
40,000,000 more people if thej will only come
omy, and if the Legislature does not feel like
over from Europe, not it they will
hang around
an
ihrt
tn
haonmo nnln
nlnrlra

school

terns.

$25 $25 $25 $25 Gr. Gr. Hackett & Co., Cuff and Collar But-

#

47 EXCHANGE

Our display ot Russia Leather
and Turkey Morocco
Albums,
Pocket Books, Bill Books, Bibles,
Glove and Handkerchief Boxes
and Novelties cannot be equalled
in New England.
Writing Desks of richest pat-

Dogskin,
Otter,
Cloth,

Oranges, Lemons. Figs,etc.,

186 middle Street.

pearl,
and colored leather

the graduates of the normal
those who have received instruc-

th^|

property held by the Academy, and
commend the establishment of a Ihhd
school at that point. The location is
cellent one, and the offer so favorable
the state proposes to carry out the

25c

25c
25c
2k

—

Pearson,

dell

in white, anioked and

or

The trustees of the normal schools have
visited Bridgton and carefully inspected the

SILK k C1SHMERQ MUFFLERS, HOLIDAY GOODS.

30c
20c

FRUI TS.

where.

Ring*, Fruit
ker*. &c.

at

Our Stock embraces

$3300 in Premiums to be Distributed.

Opera

schools,

eight years.

The impression prevails that the end of all
things Turkish is close at hand. The reforms
promised by the Sultan have not been carried out, their execution being continually
delayed on some pretext or other. Bulgaria
is said to ba ripe for revolt, and even on the
Asiatic shore a feeling of dissatisfaction prevails. The government is bankrupt, the army undisciplined, and the stores of war utterly insufficient.

making

Clothing Cheaper

HALL,

FINGER

Specialties.

or

The fact

nrtcn

by
dec25dlw

Music

—

Cameo Sets, Neck and

New

The Largest, Richest and most
Complete and varied Stock in the

city

Jan. 20 to 26, ’76, Inclusive,

and

and

Christmas
Year’s

days.

—FROM—

Sleeve

_____

.

PORTLAND, WE.,

£old

»

Former Price $1.50.

Exhibition

CITY

187Q-&.

$1

THIRD

OF THE

dtf

25c,

Buck Gloves Light Weight

balance of onr stork we shall sell VIUUH LOWER
buying elsewhere until you see onr prices.

OF

—

Congress St., Cor. Brown.

Former Price 38c.

in make and fit to the very best in

C L0 T H I N G

QOODS !

Annual

0WEN&M00RE,

Former Price $1.50.

You can’t help being pleased bolh in

LOOK!

THE

The above are (he work of Nuns in (he
French Convents, and are the same as
those we sold so many of last season at 75c.

$5,

TICKETS ONE DOLLAR,
door.

EACH.

Cardigans $1,

500

EVENING, DEC. 31st,
at the
checked free.

42c

Janl4

Shaker Socks

HALL,

or

We oiTer a small lot of elegant
Embroidered Handkerchiefs at
the very low price ot

Former Price $7.50

oct.12

of members

_

Fe2dtf

m.

Emerald Boat Club,

To be had

“

Former Price $10.

—

LANCASTER

$8,

75 Ulsters

IT!

All onr nice Suits now selling at cost. Don’t delay too long.
only lasts daring this month, and cuds January 1, 1S76.

$14,

Former Price $18.

CHILDREN’S SUITS FOR $2.30, $3.00, and $4.00.
CAFE OVERCOATS. All Wool Chinchilla. $6.00.
VELVET BOUND OVERCOATS, Double-breasted, $2.73.

NEW YEAR BALL,

FRIDAY

50 Overcoats

WOODS.

mM until 9 p.

BY

quality.

All sizes and for all ages. The
TRAN EVER, Don’t think of

OF

$3.30, equal

CHILDREN ’S

GRAND

—

THINK

$20,

Former Price $23.

DOING !

We have put every pant down to actual cost and can challenge the world to show belter
fitting garments at such A%VFIJJL LOW PRICES.

Heart.

the WOODS

NICK of the

speak

$6,

50 Overcoats

PANTALOONS.!

Or, The Jibbenainosay.

Box office open from 9

to

Former Price $8.

trade,

OILY

d3m

FRENCH

50 Overcoats

$12.30,

price

Friday, Dec. 34. Benefit of the Papular
Yen UR Actor «. B. WAI.UBOA, when will
be produced the Great Sensational Drama of

Street,

ARE

SPLENDID DRESS PANTS, WAY DOWN.

The Romantic Drama of

Marble

WE

OlC,

DEER1NO BLOCK.

—

Prices will
better than words.

former price $14.00, sold by all
GENUINE SII.K AND WOOL SUITS FOB
others for $l«.00snnd $18,00.
ELEGANT BASKET GOODS DOUBLE BREASTED BEEFING SUITS, $13.00,
can’t be bought less thnn$20.00 in Ibis city.
WOOL, LINED REEFERS FOR $4.30, sold by all others lor $6.00
OVERCOATS FOB $6 OO, $7.00, $9.00, $11.00, $14.00, $16 OO. Tbese coals are al.
“A 1” in every respect and 30 per cent, lower than the lowest.
GENUINE ELYSIAN BEAVER OVERCOATS, Silk Lined. Silk Velvet Collar and
Imported Binding for $32.00 ; can’t be bad of any Custom Tailor less than $60.00.
These coals arc first-class in every respect and arc gotten up expressly for onr best

MAURICE !
Wednesday and Thursday, Dec. 29th and
30th, and New Year’s (<3atnrday)

WHAT

SEE

G. B. WALDRON.

The

HAS

come.

is THE PEACE to leave it. NO OTHER STORE UNDER THE SUN offers greater
inducements to buyers than we now offer. No other store can. Read, reflect, then call
and convince yourselves. What better can you give tor a CHRISTMAS PRESENT
than good, substantial, well made clothing. Come then to onr MAMMO TH WARDROBE and clothe yourself and friends.

matinee every Saturday at 3 P. m.
Matinee prices 25 cts. to all parts of the House.
dtt
dec13_

JUJU-till's US,

GOT HIS MAD UP

CO.’S,

Middle

233

Wire

:

Parquette.35 cts.
Gallery.25 cts.
Boxes.....$2 and $1

Monday

&

HANDKERCHIEFS. TIES,

oc29

we

Afternoon at

Celebrated

the

OP ADMISSION

CARDS

Reserved

FISK

4

New Year’s Day.

GLOVES,

467 Congress Street,

And things have got

ment.

l*JEiW

Goods 1

BURLEIGH

at such LOW PRICES ns will compel all to buy of ns in
are bound to leave their money where they receive the most

it.

KID

Furnishing
—

offering clothing
self-defence. The People

and useful' articles for tbe Holidays, a. full stock of

new

tlie very best Kid Glove to be had.

While others have been crying **DUEE TIMES,” we have sold more clothing than
ever sold in one year heretofore.
Take notice, that we,

are now

find

can

HARRIS SEAMLESS

AND

“HOW GOODS, SMALL PROFITS AND ONE PRICE TO ALL.”
THE GREAT CLOTHIERS OF

Yon

CLOTHING

FOURTH WEEK of this Temple of Amuse4

past six

FANCY GOODS.

IRRESPECTIVE OF SIZE, AGE OBCOLOR. Every garment in our entire Mock
fans been marked WAV DOWN TO COST, and in some cases WAV BELOW COST.
The great Increase iu oar business during the past year, assures us that the public are
pleased with our system ot doing business,

Director and

Conductor, Chan. E. Pratt.
General admission $1.00; Reserved Seats $1.50.

#3m

Novelties tor the Holidays

We can’t sell OVERCOATS and ULSTERS in July, neither can we sell HEAVY
SUITS in SUHQEK. Therefore we inaugurate our ANNUAL CLOSING OCT SALE
to assist us in disposing of the balance of our Heavy Garments suitable for

ENGLAND’S FIRST PIANIST.
8is. Orlandini. Baritone; ftlr. ITlark Keisrr,
the distinguished young Violin Virtuose; Musical

Performances

jai2eodlv

THERE IS MONEY 11ST IT.

DEO. 27TH, AT 8 P. M.
MONDAY,
The first and only appearance in Portland of

2

169 Middle Street.

Before Taking Stock.

OF1

THE

WERT !

kinds ot

Especial attention is called to the New
Illustrated Mottoc*.

THOSE WHO HAVE NOT BOUGHT HAD BETTER BUY NOW!
THOSE WHO HAVE BOUGHT HAD BETTER BUY AGAIN.

CITYH^lLL,

Adelpliia

WG MUST HIVE THE MOM

Several years sitice the Maine Legislature
a close vote decided to establish two normal schools for the preparation of a class of
trained teachers. We have not the results of
those two schools before us in figures, but in
the ten or twelve years which have intervened between the time of their establishment and the present, these schools have afforded our district schools the advantage of
from twelve to fifteen hundred teachers more
or less thoroughly instructed in the science
of teaching, The schools of the State have
not contained so large a number of these
teachers as that given above in any one year,
but there must have been between two and
three hundred of those who have received
Instruction at the normal schools, engaged in
teaching in the district schools of Maine the

by

Latest ]XTovolties
Trimmings, Worsteds, Hosiery, Gloves,

—

and all

ENTERTAINMENTS.

THE QUEEN OF

AND

GOODS

STAPLE FANCY GOODS.

or

TlTIEMDDip

Normal Schools.

Embracing All the

or

Half square, three insertions, or loss, 75 cents; oue
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under bead of "Amusements’* and “Auction
Sales,** $2.00 per square per week; three insertions

less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
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is one of the

anniversary days
revolutionary epoch, as well as the
mas

of our
commemoration of the greater event from
which it takes its name. On tho twentyfifth day of December, ninety-nine years ago,
the battle ot Trenton was fought, and Rahl
and his Hessians surrendered to the colonists.
With a half-starved army of 5000 men Washington drove the enemy out of New Jersey
and saved Pennsylvania from hostile occupation.

Now the trouble with this country is that the
people have flocked too much inthecities.
Come out West!
There is plenty of wheat
there aud plenty to driuk,
We
(Laughter.)
will treat you all kindly. You wont have such
wine
as
good
you have at Delmonico’s, but we
will give you an ample meal aud a hearty welcome.
I do not suppose any of you merchants
will go there, but you cau tell your friends that
there is plenty of vacant laud iu
Colorado, in
Kansas, in Nebraska aud in Wyoming for all
the unoccupied men that now infest your cities.
Now, gentlemen, I have said probably more
thau I ought to have said, [cries of
“No, no,”
“Go on,”] but of course, being somewhat of a
rover, wandering about the earth, and looking
at things as
they occur to me with my own eyes
and ears, and wheu I hear yonr
people in New
York complaimug of hard times, and see so
many people riding about iu fine carriages like
priuces, I cau uot understand it at all. It don’t
seem to me natural at all.
If the Plymouth
fathers had bad oue-teuth of what each aud
oue
of
the
citizens
of
every
New York have today, they would have counted themselves neb;
and if the people of New York aud America
will only practice the economy, or one-half the
economy, of the Pilgrim fathers, the national
debt will be extinguished iu ten years—iu five
years.
[Gres of “Good, good.”] As to specie
payments, it will come as a matter of course.
If, however, this great nation of forty millions
of people, by the wisdom of Congress deem it
hard aud oppressive to maintain 25,000 soldiets
to keep the peace among the Indians and
among our border people—if they deem it extravagant—let it be done; let us go back to our
own civil
employments, turu our swords into
pruning hooks, and I myself will give the example of going back and earning my own living as I did before the war, But 1 hope this
great nation will not forget the lessen of Washington, woo bade them always to be prepared;
let the danger be ever so little, to be prepared
for the danger, aud to maintain not only the
nucleus of an army, bnt the knowledge of the
art of war, and the art of naval war, too, and
preserve it as something pure and above price,
so that we wont
have again to submit to the
mortification of sending to Germany for men to
drill our soldiers iu our next war.

ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

For either of these offices he is better
qualified
[ think than Mr. Chadbourne. For Secretary of

State,

the ether
his superior.

on

lourne

band,

I think Mr. ObadI have been a member of

;he House while Mr.
Chadbourne was
3lerk, and a more efficent, conscientious, faithful officer could not be desired. I am oonfldeut
that

who has the ability to so successfill the office of clerk of the House for
tight years as as Mr. Chadbourne has, is amply
lualitied for tbe office of Secretary of State.
But I did not intend to allude to thl» matter; I desired simply to utter my indignant
a

man

fully

protest against the malicious insinuations of

Bridgton

News that Mr. Chadbourne is a
who would naturally attract beer guzzling
loafers about his office. He Is no more a “pothouse politician” than D Gov. Perham, aDd
that class would not seek his company more
the

man

than

that

then, slander

of

Governor

an

upright

Perham.

man or

ovec

Why,
cause

those who do not know him to think that he is
low man, by saying that he will make
his office agreeable to “pot-house politicians.”
Major Shorey is not so thorough a Republican that be can set himself up as dictator; for
I learn that the election of a Democrat clerk of
courts in Cumberland is quite as much due to
bis influence as that of any other man.'
Let
a

ns all hope that this chief of the Pharasees has
not aided the “pot-house politicians” in that
matter.
The injudicious friends of Gov. Perham hnve

overshot their mark. Their vindictive and arrogant treatment of Mr. Chadbourne has caused fair minded men to sympathize with him,
and several men who have hitherto taken little interest, express a desire that Mr. Chadbonrne and some one of Gen. Murray’s competitors should succeed as a fitting rebuke.
Judging from tbe expression of the members
of the Legislature that I bare seen in this vicinity, Mr. Chadbonme’s friends have every
to be confident of success; and if his
majority is large tbe maligners of
Chadbourne can take tbe credit of having done
much to swell it.
Fair Plat.
reason

caucus

Railroad Extension.
Mouriliing more About St. John.bury.

St. Johnsbury is built on a plateau nearly
by the Presumpscot and the
Sleeper rivers which meet here; here also the
Moose river flows into the Presumpscot. This
plateau of several hundred acres in extent is
about 200 feet higher than the rivers; beyond
these again rise on every side high bluffs comSt. Johnsbury
pletely encircling the town.
contains 4600 inhabitants and is a very pretty
town, the buildings generally being of an agreesurrounded

able fashion of architecture, and the streets
and yards abounding in shade trees.
The
houses and grounds of the various members of
the Fairbanks family are models of elegance
and taste. Most of the hoases and the hotels
and stores have the best appointments of
water and gas, which latter also supplies street
lamps. The court house and the finest stores
have been built by the Fairbanks under con.
tract, their capital and command of materials
affording them superior advantages for so do-

ing. Conspicuous

features of this town whose

growth, inspired by tho same spirit, is contern'porary with the expansion of the vast manufactory which sustains it is
THE ATHENAEUM,
the gift of Horace Fairbanks to the town. It is a
brick building designed with the same admirable
taste and with the same solidity and thoroughness of construction that characterizes the

architecture of the finer buildings of this town.
A reading room, well supplied with newspapers
and magazines, opens into the library fitted
with alcoves both ia the maiu room and in the
recess devoted especially to books of reference.
There are at present in the library 9000 books,
also the gift of Mr. Fairbanks; they are judic-

iously selected

and are

elegantly and substanThe octagonal extension of the
opening from the library is the pic-

tially bound.

building

ture gallery lighted throngh the dome, and on
entering the room the spectator sees opposite
almost occupying the whole opposite side of
tbe octagon, Bierstadt 8 great master-piece, the
“Domes of the Yo Semite,” in an admirable
light. My sensation of delight at encountering unexpectedly this great painting in a Vermont village were at first, I confess, overpow-

by that
paintings of

ered

of astonishment. There are other
tbe highest order—29 in all—two
of them furnished by oitizens, the rest, as also
a number of volumes of
engravings, presented
by Mr. Fairbanks, whose full length portrait
adorns the walls.

Fairbanks, Sir Thaddens, (for he
knighted after the Vienna Exposition by
tbe Emperor Joseph of Austria) is now tbe
only surviving member of the old firm; by him
was presented to the town
Thaddeus

was

THE ACADEMY,
model of school architecture. Tbe
Academyiproper, which was completed last
year, is a building 82 x 89 feet, ground plaD,
built in the Norman-gothic style of architecture and cost $50,000. A flight of granite steps

which is

a

leads to each front entrance of the buildiDg,
roof is adorned with tnrtets, and from the
main tower a spire rises to the height of 127
feet from the ground.
Within, the ample basement, 18 feet high,
contains gymnasium, coal and store rooms,
janitor's room, wash and water closets and
bathing apparatus. The first floor has, besides
entrance and stairway halls, the principal’s office, four recitation rooms, chemical laboratory, philosophical room and wardrobes. On the
second floor are two class rooms, a chapel (also
used for a general study and class room) and
two smaller rooms.
Tbe third floor has a hall,
easily seating 1000 persons, and two recitation
rooms.
The whole building ishea'ted by steam,

lighted by gas and well supplied with water.
South Hall, erected recently at an expense of
$30,000, is a fine, brick structure, four stories
in height, contains sixty rooms and is appropriated to residence of teachers and students.
There are also an Academy boarding-house and
a

club house

where

students,

who so

choose,

may board.
There are three

departments ef this school,
the classical, the English and Scientific, and
the Teacher’s Normal.
The average attendance is about 230 students, and, iu spite of
the
recent date of tbe school as enlaged to its pres-

dimensions,
principal, Kev.

under the management of the
Homer T. Fuller, and a full
board of rssistaut instruc'ors, it is effectively
fulfilling its mission of usefulness.

ent

Malicious Warfare.
Nomethin: About

Pot-liouse Politicians.

Auburn, Deo. 25, 1875.
To the Editor of the Press :
By chance a copy of the Bridgton News
came under my eyo to-day
in which there was
au article respecting the filling of the offices of
Secretary of State P.nd Adjutant Genera),which
closed with a remark that if the present incumbents were retaiued their offices would not
be a “loafing place of pot-house politicians.”
In common with others who siw the article, I
am

indignant

the guerilla warfare which
champions of the present in-

at

certain assnmed

making against

their competitors.
I fay it is simply outrageous for the
Brulgton News to assume that the battlescarred Cilley, who is or has been President of
are

Now

large temperance association in Rockland, is
a man as to draw “pot-house politicians”
about him as associates.
Gal. Ilsley of Limerick, so far as I can learn, is not the sort of a
a

such

man who will make
his office a loafiDg place
for
pot-honso politicians. I have yet to
learn that Gen. Boynton is one to attract idle

or beer drinkers to his office.
I can learn they are equally as temperate, respectable and deserving as General
Murray whom I know to be a worthy man and
efficient officer. Why then is it necessary for
a paper to give its readers the impression that
Messrs. Gilley, Ilsley and Boynton are unwor-

whiskey guzzlers

So far

as

thy

men by such a malignant and mendacious
insinuation-;
Is the era of fair play
played
out?
I can but notice, too, the unfair and over-

bearing policy pursued by these same men toward Mr. Chadbourne, candidate for Secretary
of State. It ha3 been stated time and again
that his qualifications for the office are far below those of Gov. Perham.
I know both gentlemen aud think I fully understand their
qualifications for any position, and I have no
hesitation in saying that Mr. Chadbourne in
rvery respect is as well qualified for this position as Gov. Peiham, aud I might go farther.
Gov. Perham I have known for many years, I
have voted for him in a district convention for
candidate for Congress, in a state convention
for candidate lor Governor, and favored his
candidacy for United States Senator last year.

«

mete are

Johnsbury,

two

both

newspapers published in St.
weeklies, the Vermont Far-

mer, a paper devoted exclusively to agriculture,
edited by Royal Cummings, and appearing
Fridays, and The Caledonian, Republican in
polities, Mr. C. Vf. Stone, editor and proprietor.
The Caledonian has an admirably arranged
page of local and county news, and Is a fteeb,
lively sheet, an excellent example of a county
newspaper.
There are ia

St. Jobnsbnry the following
churches:—The North aud the South Congregational, the Free Baptist, the Calvinist Baptist,
the Advent Christian, the Methodist Episcopal,
the Church of the Messiah, Universalist, the
Roman Catholio. Of Benevolent societies—the
St. Patrick Benefit Society, Catholic Churca of
St. John, the Baptist Society,the Young Men’s
Christian Association. Of secret societies, Caledonia Lodge No. 6, Independent Order o( OdJ
Fellows; Moose River Encampment; Passumpsie Lodge Nj. 27, American Free and Ac-

cepted Masons; Boswell Chapter No. 11, Royal
Arch Masons; Palestine Commandory No. 5,
Knights Templar; Eagle Temple No. 1, Templars of Honor and Temperance, Council Department; Harmony Lodge No. 17, I. O. ofG.
T.; Olive Branch Lodge No. 4, Daughters of
Ilebekab.
There are two holds in the town, the Avenue
House and the St. Johnsbury. Of the former
I cannot write, knowing nothing about it. The
St. Johnsbury is pleasautly situated on the
plateau in the business center of the town, has
is generally a clean,
an excellent table, and
well kept hotel, with many of the modern conveniences, including gas and hot aud cold
baths.
From its situation in respect to drainage and
pare, clear air, St. Johnsbury is a very pretty
as well as beautiful towu.
The people, as I
found them during a stay in the town of a day
and half, are refined, intelligent and hospitable, having toward Portland a peculiarly friendly feeling. With the summer months it is to be

hoped,

and is is nlmostcertain that pleasure)
excursious over the Portland and Ogdens burg
road will bring them into a more intimate
acquaintancrship wilh the people of the Natural

Seaport.

0. A. U.

A

BY TELEGRAPH.

Note from Mr. T. O. Winslow.

MATTERS IN MAINE.
Jo the Eliter of the Press:
The Daily Argus iu its issue of Dec. 24th,
gave certain statements alleged to have been
made to Herald reporters in Hew York, by officers of the O. A. U. and at the close of the
article used the following language: “Senator
Winslow’s views are now in order.” X very
furnished the editor of the Argus
with the views asked for by handing him the
following communication, through one of the
“locals” thereon, taking his word that if the

promptly

senior editor declined its publication it should
be returned to me. With the usual fairness
and courtesy of the Argus, the “views” asked
for were refused a place in its coiumus and not
returned, and another paragraph inserted in
the next issue in regard to myself, as follows:
“Senator Winslow” denies that he is, or has
been during the past twenty years, a member
of a secret anti-Catholic organization. That
settles it of course. Never a knownothing ad-

mitted himself to be a member of such a society, and therefore no such society existed.
The following is the communication referred
to above: “Senator Winslow” reiterates the
statement made in the last number of the “Citizen,” that he is not now, nor has he been during the past twenty years, “a member of a
secret anti-Catholic political organization.” I

might also add that I am not now, nor have 1
been, a member of any organization whoBe oband aims, and whose obligations are such

jects

the New York lierald’s expose sets forth,
and with which my name has been coupled;
but as any denial of that iissuo of misrepreseu.
tations is declared “cowardly” by the Argus, I
will very briefly give the views asked for by
as

that paper, viz:
First—-I am not now, nor have I ever been,
in favor of a “third term” for PresideotHrant,
nor have X any knowledge of any order or organization, that has advocated such a measure.
And yet in common with many others, I honor
him tor the true patriotic courage which actuated him in his address to his comrades at Des
Meines, as woll as the seutiments of his late
message, and heartily concur with every line
cnil nrttnl

t.hpppnf

Second—I do not believe in a political coalition with any church, of whatever name or denomination.
Third—Especially do I consider it unwise
and unsafe to entrust the destinies of America,
to a power which teaches its followers that an
oath given to a heretic is of no value whenever
it conflicts with the power of the cburcb.
Fourth—While upon the peculiar tenets of
the Roman Catholic church as a matter of faith
only, I would make no war, I would over oppose their claims to ownership of the state, but
would do the same against any Protestant denomination, which should in any manner seek
temporal power; and I do as strongly oppose
any appropriation of public funds to the aid of
institutions of one as the other.
Fifth—I have reason to believe that the
movement in the air, which so troubles certain
journalists and office seekers, was originated by
Democrats, who had become disgusted at the
subservienoy of a portion of their party to the
demands of the Jesuitic power, and who were
no
longer willing to be used as the tools of
Rome. The element whose political interest
tallies so well with the designs of the Roman
Catholic church may yet force the nomination
of Grant for a third term, upon the American
sentiment of the country, but if such should be
the result, I can assure the Argus that thousands of honest Democrats will throw off the
fetters of papacy, and strike a blow for their
country.

Sixth—I believe, notwithstanding the grand
flourish of trumpets made by tbe Herald and
its sympathisers over their man of straw,
these principles will continue to unite honest
American hearts and bands throughout our
beloved country, until there shall no longer be
any danger to our “free government, free press,
free schools, free bible, or free religion,” from
the machinations of Romish emissaries, aided
and abetted by unscrupu’ous denugogues, who
would basely sacrifice the future of America
for the present loaves and fishes of office.
•
T. O. Winslow.
Editor Citizen.

News and Other Items.
The skin of the common house cat is rapidly
rising in favor as dress fur, and 11,000 pelts

Death from Injuries.
Dec.
25.—A
Wiscasset,
young
Charles
named
Simpson died in

man

Aina
effects of

morning from the
received while chopping wood Wednesday last. A tree fell upon him, breaking one
leg and injuring the spine.
Saturday

injuries

Kiltcry Navy

Vnrd.

Dec. 25.—The TJ. S. steamer
Marion will go into commission Tuesday. Her
entire armament, including torpedoes, will be
taken on board here iostead of New York. The
vessel will sail direct to her destination.

Portsmouth,

Postal.

Washington, Dec. 26.—Post office

change

during the week—Postmaster appointed, Harmon T. Berry at East Fryeburg.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Singular Death.
Laconia, Dec. 25.—Chas. Knowles, aged 9

years, was fouud dead in the window of the
schoolhouse on Liberty Hill, in Guilford about
8 o’clock last evening. It is supposed he tried
to enter by the window, when it fell upon his
He has a mother in
neck, suffocating him.

Lynn.

Small Pox.
Portsmouth, Deo. 25:—A case of small pox
was
discovered yesterday on the schooner
Water Lily of Gloucester, the victims being
Warren Lewis of Bosiod, who was immediately taken to the hospital at.the Peste Island,and
the vessel quarantined.
Dover Deform Club.
Dover, Dec. 26.—The Dover Reform Club
had a Christmas supper Saturday evening,
Over 300 panicipatprovided by the citizens.
ed. At the.meeting in City Hall this afternoon
over 1300 were
present and great enthusiasm
was exhibited.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Services in Memory oi the IiOst Gloucester
Fishermen.
Gloucester, Dec. 26.—The annual service
in commemoration of the fishermen lost daring
the year now ending, was held at City Hall
this afternoon. Clergymen of various denominations participated in the exercises, which
were as follows:
Hymn; reading of the scriptures by Rev. J. M. English;
prayer by Rev.
F. B. Makepeace, on the losses of the year and
the ministry of sorrow; address bv Rev. Minot
G. Gage, on the obligation of business men to
provide all possible means for the security and
comfort of the men in their employ at sea; address by Rev. Richard Eddy, on our obligation
to the families of the departed; hymn; address
by Rev. Albert Gould, on the dangers of the
sea, an argument for sobriety and Christian living on the part of mariners; address by Rev. J.
M. English, on the seaman’s claim upon our
Christian sympathy; hymn; benediction by
Rev. Albert Gou! I. A collection for the poor
was taken and will be distributed by the female
benevolent society.
Killed on the Railroad.
Worcester, Dec. 26 —John McKay of West
Warren, Mass., was killed on the Boston and
Albany Railroad, in this city, Saturday night.
Bndden Death.
A. P. Richardson, a prominent manufacturer
of this city, died Saturday, aged 46.
Attempted Suicide.
Lawrence, Dec. 26.—Ralph EUingwood, a
contractor, made two attempts at shooting himself last night. The first was a slight wound;
the second it is thought will prove fatal. Both
wounds are in the head.
He had been drinking hard of late.
Bhot by Hurglar*.
Boston, Dec. 24.—Moses A. Wood of 28
Mount Auburn street, Cambridge, was awakened about 4 o’clock this morning with the impression that burglars were in the house. Partially dressing, he went down stairs and found
the doors all open, and stepping out on the
back piazza was confronted by a man who
stabbed him three times. He grappled with
the burglar when a second came up and pntiing a pistol to his body fired. Burglars escaped, leaving a bundle containing the plunder
they had collected. Mr. Wood’s wounds are
very severe and may prove fatal.

sold last year.
Messrs.

Henry

arranged

Clews &

with their

Co., bankers,

have

creditors and obtained

ing over a period of 25 years.
Leading poultrvmen of the country
jnst pnt in a request for five acres of the

pucts.
The West Virginia Legislature has adopted
the design of a state flag reported by the committee on military affairs. The design is nine
feet long, three feet wide, four diagonal bars
(two red and two buff), with a white ground in
the upper part of the right hand corner, with
the state arms and motto m gilt.
The coldest winters on recorU iu the United
States withirr the past 100 years, were those of
1780,1836 and 1856. In 1870 the Delaware river, bay of New York, and Long Island Sound,
were so completely icebound as to be crossed
with horses and sleighs. The coldest year was
that of 1816,when there wa3 ice in every month
of the year.
The New York Times does not think there
is much danger of such gas explosioBS as they
have just bad in Boston, but points out that
every ferry boat carrying a gas tank of its
own is liable to explode when the tank is being
filled. This process takes place right under
the smoking deck, and a cigar carelessly tossed
at tbe right moment may send a whole boat
load of passengers across another river than to

Brooklyn.
An examination into the condition of Geo.
L. Fox, the well known pautomimist, has resulted in a decision that he is afflicted with
that lorm of insanity known as general paraly-

sis; that he is incapable of taking care of himself, and that his recovery is not probable. He
is therefore adjudged a lunatic, and tbe usual
steps will be taken with regard tP

his estate.

He leaves his wife and child, a daughter seven
years of age, almost entirely destitute.
A new departure in tbe matter of playing
cards has been introduced into Canada.
Tbe
face cards are made to represent some modern
Tbe fonr aces
are:
potentate.
Queen
Victoria, hearts; President Grant, spades; Emperor of JKussia, diamonds; Emperor of GerThe kings are:
many, clubs
Diamonds,
Wales; hearts, King of tbe Belgians; spades,
Crown Prince of Prussia; clubs, King of Italy.
The qneeos are: Hearts, Princess of Wales;
clubs, Crown Princess of Germany ; diamonds.
Queen of Greece; and spades, Empress of Austria.
The Emperor of Brazil will leave that country, probably in April, for the United States.
He will not only attend the centennial exhibi:n
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trifling one, tbe offence of Ratcliffe,
chalenged party, being that he repeated a
a

very

the
remark made by an abandoned woman about
Tilley. The weapons were Colt’s six-inch pistols, distance two paces. The men faced each
other with the utmost coolness, Tilley careless-

ly smoking

cigarette,

and Ratcliffe as carelessly kicking the pebbles in front of his feet.
At the word “Fire” both pistols were discharged simultaneously. When the sound died
away they stood looking each other in the face,
and for a moment it was supposed belli had
missed; but it was soon ascertained that Tilley
was wonnded in the groin, the ball
a

passing

through his intestines. At last accounts
was reported to be rapidly sinking.

he

William H. Vanderbilt, vice president of the
New York Centra’, gave a reporter, Thursday,
this statement of the railroad freight quarrel:—
‘‘The Grand Trunk and the Vermont Central
have for a long time been charging for freight
to the West a few cents
per huudred pounds
more than we have.
This difference has b cn
acceded to by the trunk linos, Baltimore &
Ohio, Pennsylvania Central and New York
Central, on account of the fact that they had a

different gauge

from the other trunk lines and
had to carry 150 miles further.
Now that they
have altered their
gauge and other things

equal,

on

Washington, Dec. 20.— From official correspondence it appears that some time since Minister Foster asked permission of the Mexican
government for the regular troops of the Unit-

ed States to follow raiders across the border
when in close pursuit, or permission to temporarily occupy certain points on the Mexican side
where the raiders are accustomed to come
across the river.
The reply of the Mexican Secretary of Foreign Affairs was that the executive had no authority to grant such nermissiou without the
consent ot Congress, and it would not be prudent to ask such consent as the sentiment of
the country would not approve it.
Mr. Foster stated that he was authorized to
give the assurance that our government had no
design of acquiring an extension of territory,
but said the acknowledgement of the Mexican
government of its inability to restrain the lawlessness of its own citizens would afford the
strongest possible argument to all advocates of
the acquisition of territory-there may be in the
United States. Mr. Foster further said that
the citizens of Texas must be protected, and if
protection did not come from the Mexican government it must from ours.
Crimes and Casualties.
The examination of witnesses in the second
trial of E. W. Major, for the murder of his
wife by poisoning at Wilson, N. H.,a year ago,
begins at Nashua to-day.
James Armstrong of Portsmouth, N. H., fell
down stairs on Friday, striking on the back of
his neck and paralyzing his body- below the
shoulders.

fight

in an

underground saloon at
Louisville, K.y., Friday morning,in which more
than two dozen were engaged, five received

wounds. The affair grew out of au old grudge
of the two leaders, and terminated in a
general fight, in whicb knives and pistols and
chairs were used promiscuously. Robert Clemons was severely stabbed in the
neck: Robert
Atevell’s nose was partly cutoff; John Mitchell
was cut in tbe shoulder, and
J. Mezerk was
cut in the back twice.
A special to the Wheeling Register from
Weston, W. Virginia, says that on the night of
tbe 23d inst. St. John West and his son Edward were assassinated while ou their way
from chnrcb.
noy Hilled by

freights.” A reduction of 50 per cent, on
freight rates to the West went into effect on
Hie Pennsylvania Central railroad,
Thursday.

an

Two

While

Sloughs

Shot

Dead

by

Negroes.
A difficulty oc
New Orleans, Dec. 20
curred iQ Freetown, opposite this city this forenoon, between a few whites and blacks which
resulted in one or two of the latter ueing roughly handled. After that quiet reigned until
about seveu o’clock when Bonncy McCabe,
John IloQsette aud Jeautis Kousette, while
standing in front of the bar of Bower’s coffee
house, waiting to be served with drinks, were
fired upon by negroes. The first two named
were in-tantly killed.
The latter is probably
mortally wounded. The police from this side
crossed the river aud made sotno arrests. The
fire bells rang and much excitement prevailed
on the Algiers side of the river.

inETifoacMiiiicM,.
PROBABILITIES for tub next

twenty-four

HOURS.

War Dep’t, Office Chief Siqxal)
Officer. Washington, D. C.,
J.
December 27, (I A. M.) J
For New England)
winds veer to westerly, falling, followed by
rising barometer, rain or snow, followed by
colder clearing weather. Eivers will generally
rise
Cautionary signals continue on the lakes
aud middle Atlantic coasts.
Postmister General Jewell spent Christmas

at Hartford.

■*

|

per

month, exceeds 100,000.

CALAISJ30NDS!

SWAN &

in extensive

ST.,

prepared exchange City of Calais Bonds aid
Lewy’s Island Railroad, due December, 1876, giving
therefor City of Calais Municipal Bonds due December,1891, without expense or loss of interest. No
city in rhe state stands better financially than Calais. and this is a very desirable exchange for all
holders of the first issue above named.
Are

When life is embittered and pleasure becomes
digtasteful through the Influence of such complaints
as dropsy, Bright’s disease, kidney, bladder
and
glandular maladies, mental and physical debility,
incontinence and retention of urine, diabetes, gravel,
female irregularities, loss of vitality, errors of youth
or mature ago, excesses, intemperance and general
debility, turn for relief to Hunt's Remedy with a certainty of being restored to health.
deod&wlw
dec22

In

Hugh

Deering, Dec. 25, by Rev. Geo. \V. Bickoell,
C. Cobb and Miss Minnie A.

Thurlow,

both of

Deering.
In Branswick, Dec. 18, John H. Thomas and Miss
Mary C., daughter of Capt. A. B. Webb®* of Harps-

well.
In

Freeport, Dec. 16, Lewis P. Soule and Delia A.
Soule, both of Freeport.
In Naples. Daniel H. Davis of Casco and Mary A.
Mains of Otisfield.

Successful Jnil

Barrett,
STREET.
sn3m

Falmouth, Dec. 25, Geo. M. True, aged
years.
Lewiston, Dec. 9, Mrs. Maria F., wife of Edw.
Willis, aged 27 years.
In Auburn, Dec. 7, Miss Emily H. North, aged 26
In

years.
In Hartford.

NAME.

miniature

FROM

FOR

28
28
29
30
30
30
31
30
30
t
1
4
4
5
6
8
8
8
15
22
29

Almanac ,....December27.

MARINE

NEWS,

ryport.

Dealer, Loring. Ellsworth for Boston.
Sch Superior, Fowle, Wiscasset for Boston.
CLEARED.

Sch Fair

OlvalUBUi}'

viouuiu,

or

cures

scratches

New Christmas

send to the Forest Tar
E3T*Than which there

TAR

considering

BOOK”

describing their goAds.

MEMORANDA.
Sch A Hammond, from Portland for New’York, before reported run into at New Haven, bas been surveyed and damage estimated at $130. She will make
temporary repairs and proceed in tow.
A contract has been made with the wreckers to
raise sebr Seguin, sunk off Fisher’s Island, at 70 per
cent of all saved.
Sch Abby Wasson, Gray, from Maracaibo for New
York, put into Delaware Breakwater 24th with foremast sprung.

Bremen, to load for Liverpool.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 23d. ships
Havre; J W Marr, Morse,Bath; sch
ton, St Thomas.

Tabor. Taylor,

Brigadier, Nor-

Cld 24tb, barque Arizona, Conant, Rouen.
MOBILE—Ar 24tb, brig Hermon. Hicbborn, from

Havana.

JACKSONVILLE—Ar 18tb, sch Jos Fish, Blano,
Boston.
Cld 18th, sch J M Colby, Wilcox, Philadelphia.
PENNSACOLA—Ar 21st, barque Waldo, Estes,
St Thomas; Clara E McGilvery, Walnut. Cardenas;
brig Abbv Thaxter. Veazie, St Croix; schs Gertie E
Merrow, Meader, Kingston, Ja; CP Gerrish, Arm-

strong.JCardenas.

Frozen to Death.

New York.

|

Destroy

ea.

Avon, Dev. 26.—The business portion of this
Loss
Diace was destroyed by fire Saturday.
$80,000; insurance $36,000.

F OREIG N.

Cld 24th, brig Tarifa, Brown, Norfolk.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 23d, sch Georgia Clark,
Bartlett, Cardenas.
Ar 24th, barque Ocean Pearl, Kenley, Pascagoula.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 24th, sch Abby Wasson, Gray, Maracaibo for New York.
NEW YORK—Ar 24th. brig Myronus. Higgins,
Cette 72 days; schs Mary Lord, Lord, Denia via Viueyard-Haven, (where she put in with sails split, &c:)
Maggie Abbott, Abbott, Para 10 days; City ot Chelsea, Goodwin, Guadaloupe 21 days; A J Page, Page,
Boston; Dexter Clark, Curtis, Providence; Charlotte
Fish, Williams, Thomaston; J R Bod well, Bluehill;
Pearl, Goldthwaite, Saco; Marshal Ney, Reily. Eastport; Cora Etta, Pendleton, Boston; Scud, Fuller,

New Haven.
Also ar 24tb, sebs Mercy T Trundy, Crowley, Calais; Anson Stimpson, Stimpson, Rockport; L HoU
way, Bryant, Providence; J M Leonard, Crowley,do;
Minnesotta, Coombs, do.
Cld 24tb, barques John F Rottman, Ray, Coruna;
Ironsides, Tapley, Genoa; brig Cora Green, Collins,
Key West; schs Mary Helen, Sanborn, Pernambuco;
Florence P Hall, Keene, CapeHaytien; Etta May,
Webster, St Augustine; Carrie S Webb, Rogers, for

WARREN, Rl—Sid 23d, sch Mary B Reeves, Tra.
cey, lor Charleston via Orient, LI.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 24th, sch James A Crookcr,
;
Thiers to Stand Tor the Senate.
Brown, Bangor.
Sid 24th, sch Orient, Staples, New York.
Ex-President Thiers has accepted an invita- I
NEWPORT—Sid 24tb. sebs Laura Bridgman. Kate
tion of the town of Belfort to stand of the
Clara Jane, Tim Field, Albert Clarence,
Newman,
senate. He has received and declined similar
and J F Carver.
invitations from 11 departments.
Sid fm Dutch Island 22d, seh Mary E Thompson,
Repnblicnns Confident.
(from Portland) for Sagua.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 23d, sch A McNicbols,
The Republican leaders are confident that in
Reed, from Gonaives for Boston, (lost part of deck
the general elections the partisans of a moderload logwood and split sails); Lizzie Poor, Dickey,
ate republic will secure a majority of both
Fairhavenfor Boston; Sandalphon, Aylward, Boshouses of the new assembly.
ton tor Savannah.
BOSTON—Ar 24th,sch Win Butman, Sproul SearsTurkey Pledges Herself to the Reforms of
Allston, Fitzgerald, Weebawken.
port;
the Sultan.
Cld 24tb, ship David Brown. Colcord, Madras; sebs
London, Dec. 27., 5 a. m.—A special from Stampede. Dow, Mobile; E R F.mcrscn, Sears, lor
Charleston; Gen Meade, Holmes. Belfast.
Vienna says that Turkey has sent a circular to
SALEM—Ar 23d, 6ch E H Nash, Sawyer, Elizathe powers pledging herself to the execution of
bothport.
the reforms promised by the Sultan.
Russia to Annex Kilobaud.
FOREICIf FORTH.
A Berlin despatch says information has been
Ar at Hong Kong prev to 22d inst, ship Samuel G
received that the disorderz in northern KboReed, White, New York.
Sid fm Palermo —, brigs Afton, Copp, New York;
kaud will soon be made the occasion by Russia
John Swan, Kumball, United States.
for the annexation of the remainder of that
Ar at Gibraltar 23d, barque Sarah Hobart, PiDkcountry.
ham. Leghorn for New York; brigs Atalaya. Allen,
Palermo tor New York; Alberti, Orcutt, Smyrna tor
The Cnnadian Militia.
Philadelphia.
Ar at Dunkirk 23d inst, barque Lillian, Boynton,
Ottawa, Dec. 25.—When the British troops ( New York.
withdrawn from Canada in 1870, an
were
Ar at do 2d, barqne Regina Tolck, Ray, New York.
Ar at Grimsby 24tb, ship Ellen Munroe, Hotchkiss,
agreement was entered into by the Dominiou
the
San
Francisco.
with
to
government
Imperial government
Ar at London 23d inst, brig J H Crandon, Pierce.
in
a
deannually
keeping up
spend $1,000,000
New
York.
As that
fensive force of militia for five years.
Ar at St Thomas 15th inst, brig Fivo Brothers,
time expired with tbo present month, the DoTburlow, Stettin.
minion Parliament will consider 'he militia
Ar at Cienfuegos 21st, sch Victor Puig, Pinkbam,
and
session,
it
is
at
the
New York.
approaching
question
Ar at Havana 23d, brig Maria W Norwood, Andersaid the government will largely reduce the exson.

Cardiff.

Sid 23d, brig Havana, Meyer, New York; sen May
Munroe, Hall, Pensacola.
Ar at Cardenas 22d, sch Jennie B Gilkey, Gilkey,
3‘
New York.
Ar at St John, NB, 23(1 inst, schs Belle Barbour,
Sullivan, Portland; 24tb, Jasper, Fowler; Duke of
Newcastle, Stewart and Black Bird, Harrington,
8
Portland.

An

SO Dozen

Elegant Assortment.

Fancy Stationery!
Elegant Russia
Leather Pocket Books, Cut*
lery, Cold Pens, Fancy Ink
Stands, Dominoes, Back
Gammon
Boards,
&c.
A Building
lull from the
lower
to
the

Writing Desks,

AND—

Common Felt Hats worth 75c. for 25 cts.
Best American Wool Felts worth 1.25 for 65 cts.
Best French Fur Felts worth 2.00 for 1.00.

hare laid in the flncnt mock of good*

especially adapted for

Holiday Offerings,
Ever shown in Portland.

Owing

also

oficr at tlicir spacious

warcrooins

the

6 per cent. City of Portland, Municipal.
0 per cent. City of Portland, aid K. R.
6 per cent. City of Bath.
6 per cent. City of Rockland.
6 per cent. City of St. Louis.
6 per cent. County of St. Louis, Gold.
7 per cent. City of Chicago.
8 per cent. City of Toledo.
7 per cent. Maine Central R. R.
G per cent. Portland & Ogdcnsburg R. R.,

Gold.

Highest

Rates Paid

Called Govern
Bonds.
for

Holiday

celebrated

former prices.

cure

is

sure

Renne’s

Magic

sn

FALSE.

l

R/EDER’S
GERMAN SNUFF,
this horrid complaint can be cured?
At this season of the year, when
people, by undue exposure and the
sudden changes in the weather,
are liable to catch cold, we advise
them to carry in the pocket a box
of

—

OF

so when they suddenly take cold
and feel all the organs of the nose
and head stopped up they can
promptly take a remedy to at once
loosen the mucous, which if allowed to stay becomes

POISON

The subscribers have just received from New
York and Boston markets a splendid line of

TIIE

How often do we hear people
say, “My head is thick and I cannot think.”
Don’t you know
what is the trouble?
Ton have
Catarrh. It has just commenced
to take possession of your body.
Now, if you are wise you will take
a few pinches of the

GERMAN SNUFF

Job

This stock is comprised ot

g-

city

50 cents to tbc agent and receive

‘he United States,
TLE

n

ITU, DOOLIT-

& NJUTII: Wholesale

£6 Tremont Street, Hoston.
tlec7

Tea

Castors,
Pickle Stands
Dishes. Card Recei-

Vases, Toilet Stands,
Cups, Cake Baskets, Ac.

vers,

My entire Stock

Presents,

OFFIO E.

Holiday Goods until

you

PRICES 1

purchase.

Musical Instruments, Albums, Jewelry,Smokers Sets,Chromos,
Engravings, Slipper Patterns
&c., Ac.

no

bo sold at greatly

Call and examine my goods before yon

Kid Gloves.

Huy

will

REDUCED

Suitable for all classes of society, in

A. H.
PfBters,

Hand

Bills,

Bill

Heads,

Cards, Tags, &c., printed

Silver

MARKET

Plater,

SQUARE,

TJP ONE S'LIGHT,

dec11

hnre in-

ATWOOD,

Odd and
27

spected (he stock at the

dtf

at shoi t

EUREKA DOLLAR STORE,

New

No.

478

Congress Street.

OUR

IS

LARGE,
Stylos Pretty,
—

decl4

PROPRIETORS.

d2w

UU UIO

tUUlllCISi

FULL AND

493 CONGRESS

i.-tt

To be sold at very low prices to salt the present do
preseed state of business.

Watches, Chains, Jewelry, Diamond and
Stone Rings, Roman and Polished
Necklaces, Lockets, Bracelets,
Charms, Gold & Sliver Thimbles, Opera Glasses and
Fancy Goods.

PLATED WARE !
PLATED WARE!

The most complete stock of

AXIS line IS

Ten Sets, Water Sets, lee Pitchers,
Cake Baskets, Fruit Dishes,

French Clocks and Bronzes

COMPLETE,

ever

offered In this market.

Card Receivers, Vases, Ac.

ELEGANT NEW STYLES IN EINE

Mantel Yases

and

The largest and most complete stock in tbo city, to
be sold at the

Ornaments.

SOLID SILVER AND PLATED WARE
in particularly desirable designs.

LOWEST

955

"LOWELL,

ABNER

SETS AND SINGLE VOLUMES,

FINE RUSSIA LEATHER POCKET BOOKS, I Shall Give Awiy

500 Presents

Shaving, Hair Calling, SINGEING,
Nhaui|»ooing and l)rrnNing.

Character Wigs, Beards,Whiskers,

as

&c.,

Follows:

Books,

and in fact everything which can be found in

One €!ol«l Watch.
$50,
Two Silver Wntehen, 23 each,
One Ice Pilcher.
20,
One Butter Dinb,
IO,
One Cake Banket,
IO,
One Breaklnnt Cantor, 3,
One Npoon Holder,
3,
One twoblct.
3,
1-2 Dozen Forks,
3,
HO Prenentn Valued.
2,
IOO Preneutn Valued,
1.30,

a

300 Prenentn,

_

BATES

34

bOC KE,

P.4RK ROW, NEW YORK.

D.
J. H. Bates, late ot
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Send for list of loo choice

Street,

C. J.

ABNEIt LOWELL.
diet

R. Locke, o Locke <£
Jones, Toledo Blade.
newspapers.

WIIEEbEB,

1

Men’s Rubber Boots
*•
Women’s “
“
“
Misses’
“
“
Child’s
Men’s Rubbers
Women’s Suit Sandols
“
••
Misses’
Men’s Buckle Arctic
“
Women’s

Apply at No
my24distf

|

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

.

$2.50
1.50
1.25
I oo

.65
its
.so

1.25
1.25

Pure Gum ltubber Boots
3.75
Also a new Style ol Light Over
Shoes lor Men and Women city

wear.

M. G. PALMER.
dtt

111,20

Money
Mini:,, to

No. 5 Washington Building,

SHERRY.
eodtf

NCO^i'AI'ERAUVEIiTININGAGINI

To Let.
SUIT of rooms without board.
« Danforth Street.

A

Nrusppprr AdrcrtwiB* Agent.,

Juki she ihingH for Christmas Prracnl*.
All the new pieces to be found at

A
.la.

deod

dec21

F.

PRICES I

$370 OO

Rogers’ Groups of Statuary

delO

JOHN
decl7

130 OO
300 00

Every one that pays me three dollars for Photographs I shall give them one of the above presents.
A. i?I. ncKKNNY, 4HO 12 C©u«rr*n Hi.

d2w

255 Middle

00
OO
OO
OO
OO
OO
00
OO

16000

1,

to be let at

457 COIN GEESS ST

$50 OO
30
20
IO
IO
3
3
3
3

Rooms,

NEWLY FITTED FP.

Holiday Presents!

Elegantly Bound Bibles,

STREET,
lldt

Hair Dressing

dlSt

declO_

PRICES !

GENTLEMEN'S'

N. B.—I have a lot of flno Vases, parlan Statuettes
and Fancy Goods carried over from last year, that l
will sell at cost and less to close out the entire stock.
Call and examine. No trouble to show goods.

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,

MIDDLE

delO

NO. 255 M1DBLE STREET.

variety of binding.

MARKET

ABAERLOWELL,

Rogers’ Groups of Statuary.

—IN-

Juvenile

STREET.

Jt>9

OPENED!

JUST

including all the

in every

—

Charles Custis & Co.

NEW AND ELEGANT GOODS
L. DAVIS

A5D

PRICES VERY LOW.

Goods 1

Holiday
HALL

GOODS!

HOLIDAY^
STOCK

notice.

H. LINFIELD & €0.,

OrnggiNt*
UcodsuCm

Sets, Ice Pitchers,

Butter Dishes,

USEFUL ill ORNAMENTAL

General Agent* for
Mia

Printing

Berry

day. do around a walking mass FIRST CLASS BOOK STOKE,
of roteuness, with HEAVY HEAD,
all of which will be sold
DULL EYES, BAD BREATH, and
DEPRESSION OF SPIRITS, a
YERY LOW !
curse to yourself and a nuisance
to all who come in contact with
Plca«c examine tlii
stock beyou, if you must be so obstinate as !
fore making your purchases.
to not purchase one box of

by return mail.

PLATED WARE,

Low Price ot

a

GERMAN SNUFF.

de7dtlal

To Hard Pan Prices !

Suitable for Old or Young, Rich or Poor. Wise or
Otherwise, any article of which will he sold at the

and rid your nose and head of that

which in time will kill yon. Do
you doubt it? Well suffer away.
Use up three or lour handkerchiefs

box

ST.,

Down

Goods,

Holiday

JIEAH.

neu<l

NO. 463 CONGRESS

cod3wls

Portland Daily Press

STANDARD WORKS

lit

have yon examine.

Down

GERMAN SNUFF,

from

to

SCHUMACHER BROS.,

—

invites the public to examine the fine stock of

remote

ua

SEASON

THE GIFT

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

are

fine line of

a

Small Oval and Spare Oil Paintings,
which it will gratify

TOYS IN THE CITY.

edy

If you

also

Down,

Also the Largest Stock of

And if you doubt the fact look
back and call to mind how it was
first a cold, then Catarrh and last
Consumption.
Why will people
suffer when by the use of the rem-

gist9.

Swiss Carvings and
Domestic Black Walnut Articles,

”75-’76 I

records show
plainly that in nine cases out of
ten the disease known as Catarrh
was the forerunner of
Consumption, which, when fastened on a
person is like the grasp of the hideous anaconda.
There is no escape until death relieves them
from its torture and they are laid
in the grave. Friends may say
they died of Consumption. ’TIS

For sale by nil <1

large stock of

Portland, Dec. 1,1875.

Yes, the medical

Price 35 cent.*.

the Art Gallery of Goupil,

DEERING BLOCK.

DEATH
WILL BE
YOUR DOOM I

IS

a

Mouldings,

ST.,

dec!8

General Agents, Portland, Me.
novl7eod&w3m

CATARRH
KILLED THEM

shall be pleased to submit for your inspection
a tine collection of

a

PORTLAND.

Oil !

Domestic pur-

FRENCH AND GERMAN PHOTOGRAPHS

Noyes,

EXCHANGE

decl 4-tf

RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Rheumatism,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Neuralgia,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Sprains,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Bruises,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Colic,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Cholera Morbus,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Coughs,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Sore Throat,
And is sold by all dealers in Medicines.
WM, RENNE & SONS, Proprietors, Pittsfield, Mass.

aul7

&

Bailey

3 Free St, Block.

and pains your temper spoil?
by using

bought?.^!

CABINET ORGANS.

H. S.KALER&CO.,

ana

Bronzes, Parians, Alabasters, Spa Goods,
the celebrated Ormola Vases and Perfume Sets, Engravings, English,
German & American Chromos,

are

An early inspection solicited.

Foreign

our

chases for the

Christmas Season,

from
From

Announcement !

Having completed

The best is cheapest 1 Chickering Pianos are the
Best Made Instruments in the world, amt the prices
low. We have other first-class Pianos lor sale;
also

GREAT DISCOUNT!

conse-

eodlm

nov30

TO BE SOLD AT A

WOODBURY* MOULTON,
nov29
67 Exchange Wired,
dcodsnly
A

was ever

in trade aad ia

LOWEST PRICES EVER KNOWN.

we

EyWhat grander gift

stagnation

offer them at the

stock of millinery, including

Silk Velvet,
Velveteens, Trimming Silks,
Black Eng. Crape, Feathers,
Birds, Wings, Ostrich
and Plnmes,
Tips

to

quence of many failnres we were able
to bay these goods much below the
cost ot production, and shall

BAILEY & NOYES

Black and Colored

York, aad

We hare just arrived from Pfew

upper
Story ol First
Quality Goods of
Every Variety ol this
Class. These Goods have
been selected with care and
Bought Low. We shall sell at
very Low Prices for four weeks.

RETAIL !

del8

A Valuable medical Treatise,
The edition for 1876 of the sterling Medical Annual,
knowu as Hostetter’s Almanac, is now ready, and
may he obtained, free of coat, of druggists and general couhtry dealers in all parts of the United States
and British America, and indeed in every civilized
portion ol the Western Hemisphere. It combines,
with the soundest practical advice for the preservation and restoration of health, a large amount of interesting and amusing light reading, and the calendar, astronomical calculations, chronological items,
&c., are prepared with great care, and will be fouud
entirely aocurate. The issue of Hostelter’s Almanac

made

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS

Trimmings, Ac.

Cld 2l8t, sch Ada S

_

gift

Feather

*

Hill, Gregory, Liverpool.
SAVANNAH—Cld 21st, sch Charlie Steadman,
Dunton. Philadelphia.
Ar 24th, sch Ruth Darling, Swazey, ADtigua.
Sid 24th, sch Kate C Kankin. Hall, Georgetown.
Sid fm Tvbee 23d, sebs Clara Leavitt, Lambert, and
and Robt Palmer, Dennison, for Montevideo; Allio
Burnham, Baxter, St John, NB.
CHARLESTON—Ar 20th, schs E K Dresser, Harris, and Baracoa. McClintock, Baracoa.
Cld 2Ut. sch Flora Condon, French, Bull River SO.
WILMINGTON NC—Ar 22d, brig James Crosby,
Lord, Philadelphia.
Sid 2d. sch Joe Carlton, for New York.
B1LTIMORE—Cld 23d, sch S L Crosby, Crosby,

better

no

of money required for the

oct5su9m*

Special Notice.

J. W. PERKINS & CO.,

Steamship Bermuda, (Br) Cleaver, Halifax NS—J
Porteous.
Sch L A Snow, Pillsbury, Rockland—master.
Sunday, Dec. 36.
ARRIVED.
Sch Alice M Allen, Allen, westward, with loss of
maintopmast.
Sch Viola May. Dudley, Pembroke.
Sch Superb, Farrin, Eastport—fresh herring to E H
Chase <& Co.

be

can

the amount

purchase.

Until further notice at the following prices:

BROS.,

GOODS

Story Books

New Juvenile Books.

on

Including all the new and desirable shapes for Fall
and winter, to be soid at

Congress Street.
sntf

de20

—

H & A Allan.

In Nashua, N. II,
Nashua, Dec. 25.—Fire broke out in the post
office building on Main street about 10 o’clock
this evening in C. A. Love joy's photograph
rooms in the upper rooms destroying the roof
Loss on the building $3000;
of tbe buildiDg.
The building was inof tenants about $3000.
sured for $5,500 in different companies and was
owned by H. M. Knowles of Lowell.
Mails
were saved without material damage.
Lovejoy’s loss is $1800; insured for $1200; Denham
& Truell’s. $1500; insured; C. H. Campbell’s,
slight; A. F.Bill’s, barber, slight. At one time
the flames threatened the buildings of theNashua Card and Glazed and Paper Co., but by the
efforts of the firemen the flames were confined
to the buildiDg in which tbe fire originated.
Palace al Barcelona Burned,
Madrid. Dec. 26.—The royal palace at Barcelona was almost entirely destroyed by firo

Court.
Associate Justice of the Superior Court for
Idaho, W. C. Whitson, died in Omaha Saturday night of paralysis.
Helmbold has again beeu put in ICirkbride’s
insane asylum on the certificate of two physicians. His brother Albert D. Helmbold, signifies his intention of applying for a commission in lunacy uuder the laws of the state.

534

Why let aches

^ DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—Ar 23d, ship Storm King, Boyd,

The members of the New Hampshire bar
have appointed a committee to prepare resolutions on the life, character and services of the
Hon. Joel Parker of Cambridge, and formerly
chief justice of the New Hampshire Superior

EASTMAN

OF PORTLAND,

Mafnrday, Dec. 35.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Eleanors, Johnson, New York—passengers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Sch Nellie May. McDonald. Bay of Islands, NF—
700 bbis herring to Lewis, Whitten & Co.
Sch Lady Frauklin, Olson, Bay of Islands, NF—GOO
bbis herring for a market.
Sch Venelia, Fisher, Robinstou,—wood for a market.
Sch Evelina. Savage, Mt Desert.
Sch Magnum Bonum, Turner, Bangor for Newbu-

FIRES.

$50,000.

Ask your druggist
Co., Portland, Me., for the

AT-

ment

York.
Bark Kate Williams, Hale, 40 days from
Fayal has arrived at New Bedford.
Two of tbe mutinous crew of theLennie have
been sent to England for examination.
The City of Richmond from New York has
arrived at Queenstown, and the Frisia from
New York, at Plymouth.
The Switzerland from Antwerp has arrived
at New York.
The Indiana from Philadelphia
has arrived at Queenstown.
Arrived at Boston, yesterday, steamer Flamborough from Sidney, C. B ; sailed Saturday,
steamers Siberia, Roman and Glaucus.

In the foreclosure of what is known as the
fifth mortgage against the Erie Railway Co
proceedings in equity were commenced in the
H. J JewPike county, Pa., courts, Friday.
Ibis bonds being
ett was appointed receiver,

It

sores.

horses.

Our entire

Sun Rises.7.29 I High water.11.00 AM
PM
Sun Sets... .4.34 | Moon sets.

have arrived at New

T KL.IS CRAMS.

indolent

and

Bronchitis, Sore Throat

Sixpence” FELT HATS,

—

18 years 3 months.

WyomiDg.-. .New York. .Liverpool.Dec
City of Mexico.New York. .Hav&VCruz..Dec
China.Boston.Liverpool.... Dec
Pommerania.New York. .Hamburg.Dec
Liberty.New York..Cienfuegos... .Dec
Canima.New York. .Bermuda.Dec
Colon.New York.. Aspinwall. ...Dec
Pommerania.New York. .Hamburg.Dec
City of Vera Cruz. New York .Havana.Dec
Scandinavian.Portland.... Liverpool.....Jan
Germanic.New York. .Liverpool.Jan
California.New York. .Glasgow.Jan
City of Chester.New York. .Liverpool.Jan
Nevada.New York. .Liverpool.Jan
City ot New York. .New York. .Havana.Jan
Parthia.Boston.Liverpool.Jan
Sardinian.Portland....Liverpool.. ...Jan
Claribcl.New York. Jamaica. &c .Jan
Peruvian.Portland-. .Liverpool.Jan
Nova Scotian.. Portland... Liverpool.Jan
Sarmatian... .Portland.. .Liverpool.Jan

England.
Steamships California from Glasgow, Colon
from Aspinwall, and Canina from Bermuda,

MINOR

Standard Historical
Poetical Books.

conven-

Hoarseness and for purifying the breath. “Forest
Tar Salve” has no equal for healing cuts, bruises,

DEPARTURE OP STEAMSHIPS.

General.
The Ameiican schooner Bonnie Ives was
abandoned at sea in a sinking condition. The
crew were saved and landed at Falmouth,

penditures.

in

use

are

CHILDREN’S

Dll GOODS III

^Beverly,

aged

■n

—

for immediate

ient

offered in this city.

Elegant Illustrated Books.

!

Holidays

“Nimble

Dec 21, Lulu H., only daughter of
In
Charles E. and Olive Elliot of Boston Highlands,

Tomkinsville, S. C., Dec. 25.—The wreck
of the Scotland lightship off, her station, will
be replaced as soon as possible.

McMahon Thanks M. Buffet.
Paris, Dec. 26 President MacMabon has
written a letier to Minister Buffet thanking
him for and expressing his approval for his
speech in the Assembly last Friday on the press

ntf

“Forest Tar Troches”

—

For the

Ct., Mr. John R. Starbird, aged 39
years,—formerly of Portland. [Bangor papers please

Portland Ashore
New York, Dec. 24.—The schooner Chailes
E. Jackson, from Portland for Philadelphia in
ballast, went ashore at 10 o’clock last night (24)
one and a half miles above Ashbury Park, N.

Business portion of Aron, N. If

Catarrh.

Trade!

TAR.

Tar in Solution,” relieves the congh,^ids expectoration, promotes sleep, and if faithfully persisted in
cures

Noyes

tlie finest display for the

season

Holiday

In West

PORT

Woonsocket, Dec. 26.—Owen Rielly, a man
some 25 years old, resident of
Blackstone. fell
through tbe ice in the old canal at Blackstone,
about 1 o’clock this morning. He battled his
way to tbe shore, but only to freeze to death,
and bis lifeless body was discovered at an early
hour this moruiDg.

have this

IPRKICs,

dee8

&

Bailey

Ladies’, Misses’

ILLUSTRATED

19

A Schooner Bound from

to-day.

CONSULTATION

burns and

Compound Njrup of Lungwort works the
best of any Coii^h Medicine I ever bad in my
GEORGE E. ROSS,
family.
at CAPT. J. B. COYLE’S.
Deering, Nov. 19, 1875.
I agree with the above statement.
ma2sntf
E. A. MARSTON.

DIED.

Breaking.

in the

“Forest Tar,” taken in connection with “Forest

and other desirable securities.

200 MIDDLE
Portland, Dec. 4,1875.

success

Never tails to cure where a care in possible.
Particular attention paid to the treatment of those
diseases peculiar to the female organism and Kf£lilEF Mi U A KANT IS KI) without resorting to
that MiiNtasicful aad Painful Treatment so
much in vogue at present.
Office Hours 9 to 14 A, !?!., 1 to 5, aad 7
to 9 P. M.

FOREST

FOR SALE,
PORTLAND CITY R. K. AID.O’s
FOR 1'LAND CITY MUNICIPAL.O’s
CLEVELAND CITY.O’s
CLEVELAND CITY.7’s
TOLEDO CITY .7’a
NT. LOUIN COUNTY GOLD.O’s
MAINE CENTRAL R. K.7’»

cSo

His

years.

warrants hi9 saying he

ever

Highest Market Rates paid for
Called 5-‘JO Government Bonds,
State of Maine Bondi*.
Calais aid Railroad Ronds,

Swan

practice for 20

foims of disease, both acute and chronic,

severer

BARRETT,

200 MIDDLE.

JLate of Philadelphia,
Respectfully informs the citizens of Portland that he
is permanently located in
Mechanics’ Hall Building, Rooms 1 and 2,

where lie will be happy to see all who desire re'iei
From suffering. The Dr. is a regular graduate of two
:>f the tii st Medical Schools in the count ry; has been

MARRIED.

f

Dec. 25.—At noon to-day, while a
party of boys and men were firiug a toy cannon in front of a store, it explode!, and a portion of it struck Wiley Galloway, aged 18, a
nephew of Galloway, editor of the Appeal, in
the face, destroying the sight of the eye, breaking his nose and inflicting wounds which will
doubtless prove fatal.
Another piece struck a
negro man who was passing by, on the wrist,
it
lacerating horribly. Another piece struck
Capt. Walter Goodman, Secretary of the Planter’s Insurance Company, in the leg, inflicting
a slight wound.
Tennessee Murders.
Last night in Chelsea, Monroe Gibbs shot at
and killed Ike Walker for the alleged seduction
of his wife, aDd then shot her, inflicting a severe wound.
Gibbs then attempted suicide,
but was surrounded by a party of negroes,one of
whom threw a handful of mad in his eyes,
captured him and delivered him at the station
house. All were colored.
Nashville, Dec. 25 —At a social party near
Gallatin, Summer county, last night, Jack
Suddette was shot dead by Joel Baroes. The
difficulty arose about the possession of a chair.
There were many Christinas casualties, but
none of a serious character.

which,

THAYER,

MUSICIAN AND SURGEON,

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

NOTICE.

MEDICAL

“FOREST

St. Albans, Vfc, Dec. 26.—This morning
Geo. Welcome, who broke jail and was immediately captured and returned last Thursday
night, made a second attempt and succeeded.
Tbeiblacksmith had not had time to repair the
window bars, consequently Sheriff Morrill
kept Welcome and Ordway in what he supposed was the strongest cell, and had a trusty
prisoner named Harry Lyon sleep in a position
to detect any unusual disturbance.
Last night
two tramps applied for lodgings. The cells bein
full
were
the
ing
they
placed
open part.
About 3 a. m. Lyon heard a noise in the direction of Welcome’s cell, but on inspecting discovered nothing.
When he woke again about
quarter before 6, he saw Welcome escaping
and Ordway about to follow.
Bursting open
his own door which they had tied together by
a
coat
for
he
drew a knife
tearing up
strings,
and drove Ordway back into his cell. He
aroused the sheriff and deputies.
Under cover
of the darkness Welcome
escaped to the
woods and managed to reach Canada, 15 miles
distant, about 2 p. m., in spite of the vigilance
of the sheriff’s deputies in all directions. Subsequent inspection shows that two bars of the
cell door, three-fourths of an inch in diameter,
had previously been sawed off at the top so
near the lower cross bar as not to have
been
discovered. Welcome and Ordway made the
inside
and
from
the
with
the
aid
of
discovery
the tramps broke the bars at the bottom letting them into the jail room, used an iron bedstead as a ladder, reached a window and went
The tramps will be tried toout as before.
morrow for aiding them and Williams Phillips
(colored) has been arrested on suspicion of having furnished the acid to soften the bars on the
previous first escape.

Explosion.

Memphis,

being

asked that rates should be made uniform. I le egraphed to the officers in
regard
to the matter, and received a
response from
Gov. Smith, representing the Vermont Central, that they were willing to come into
any
arrangement on the old basis which would in
fact give them a drawback of ten cents
per loo
we

Three Persons Drowned.
Dec. 25.—Last evening a colored man named Simms, residing in Uniontown, D. C., while driving home from Washington. drove on an old bridge, crossing the
eastern bank of the Potomac, and his horse becoming unmanageable backed overboard with
the wagon, containing the wife and child and
adopted son of Simms, all ot whom were
drowned. Simms escaped.
Official Correspondence wilh the Mexican
Government on the Subject of the Texas
Balds,

a

Havana market.
Havana. December 24.—Sugar—The proximity
of the holidays has imparted an increased uulness to
business. Stock in warehouses at Havana and Matanzas is 25,500 boxes and 2.900 hhds. Receipts of
the week 11.000 boxes ane 881 hhds. The exports of
week 11,000 boxes and 1,650 hhds including 10,000
boxes and all the hhds to the United States. Lumber—white pine 31 50 gold. Freights firm; loading
at ports on north coast of Cuba and outside ports for
United States per hhd—sugar 3 50 @ 3 54; molasses
2 25@2 50.
Spanish gold 2 12@2 12J prem; exchange active
and advancing; on United States, 60 days, currency,
94@95 prem; short sight 1 22@1 23; London 1 35 @
1 47; Paris 118 @ 1 20 prem.

Notice to Mariners.

Washington,

_*
—

for pleasure aud instruction.
Tbe Emperor’s
daughter, the Princess Isabel,will act as regent
during his absence. Brazil was one of the
first nations to accept the invitation to be represented at the centennial exhibition, and §50,000 was appropriated for a small building on
the grounds for tbe display of some of the natural products of tbe country.
Tbe duel at Augusta, Ga., between C. D.
Tilley and C. E. Itatcliile, was one of the old
fashioned regulation character, and tbe combatants meant business, though the quarrel
was

WASHINGTON.1

During

_

Gloucester Fish market.
Gloucester, Maes., December 26.
Gloucester Fish market and arrivals for the week
ending December 26th:
Only 8 fishing arrivals have been reported, 6 from
Georges aggregating 120,000 lbs codfish and 35,000 lbs
halibut ; 2 Irom Grand Banks with 40.000 lbs salt cod
fish and 5,050 lbs halibut. Tne market for codfish
holds firm for Georges at 5 75 per quintal, bank at
4 75 per quintal. The mackerel market is quiet with
few sales of shores at $22 and $20 per bbl lor ones
and $9 for threes. We quote hake at $3 per quintal;
cusk 3 50; haddock 3 50; pollock 2 75 for salt; and
3 25 for slack salted; tongues and sound* 11 00 per
bbl; pickled codfish 6 00 per bbl; halibut fins 12 00;
halibut heads 3 50; round herring 4 50; split do 5 50;
Labrador 6 00; smoked halibut lc per pound; prepared codgsb 6c per lb; boneless codfish 5Jc per lb.
Fresh halibut, banks—last sales at 15 @9c per lb for
white and grey Georges; 14 @ 8c for white and grey;
fresh codfish 3c per ib; haddock 2J; cask hake and
pollock lc per lb.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

DR.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

__

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G W
True <& Co.

J,, and is at present lying easy.

cen-

tennial grounds, and 5000 pens, next year, at
the exhibition, for tbe display of chickens,
docks, turkeys, geese, pigeons and poultry pro-

ports.

1876 will probably be the largest edition of a medcal work ever published in any country. The proprietors, Messrs. Hostetter & Smith. Pittsburgh, Pa.,
on receipt of a two cent stamp, will forward a copy
by mail to any person who cannot procure one in his
neighborhood.
for

Portland Wholesale market.
Saturday, December 25.—To-day being generally observed as a holiday there are no market re-

MARINE NEWS.

Blight Railroad Accidcat.
Jamestown, N. Y., Dec. 26.—An express
train was thrown from the track by the spreading of the rails today near Salamaica. Several
persons were slightly injured.

have

-■__=

FINANCIAL AND COifinCBCIAL

_

NEW FORK.

a

full discharge.
Prince Heretic, heir to the vicerovship of
Egypt, has decided to visit the centennial exhibition, and will start for America in June.
James Lick, the California millionaire, has
been sued for $53,000 by his physician, who
claims that amount for medical services extend-

Another Unsuccessful Attempt to Connect
decretory Bristow with the Whiskey
Frauds.
Louisville, Iiy., Dec. 26.—The Chicago
Inter-Ocean’s charges and insinuations relative
to Secretary Bristow, which were published at
length on Saturday last, were reproduced in the
Courier-Journal to-day. As it was well known
here that Bristow is not, nor never has been,
connected with, or counsel for Louisville whiskey firms, statements to the contrary only receive ridicule in Kentucky. It is alleged in
the Inter-Ocean’s report that when Bristow
visits Louisville be iBvariably makes bis stay
at the house of Mr. Jacob Weller, his brotherin-law, and a brother of W. L. Weller, a whiskey dealer and rectifier. Both the Wellers deny this and say that while Bristow and his
brother-in-law have always been friendly, they
are not at all intimate further than that Bristow always puts up at the Galt House, votes in
the ward iu which all the residents of the hotel
mentioned are required to do their voting. As
far as Mr. W. L. Weller is concerned, he lays
Mr. Bristow has never acted as counsel for him
but at one time assisted, as in duty bound, in
the prosecution of bis firm for an alleged technical violation of the revenue law.
In reference to the whiskey of J. A. Cunningham, seized at Peoria and referred to by
the Inter-Ocean, the facts are that the whiskey
was sold by Monks & Cobb of this city to J.
After the seizure Bristow,
A. Cunningham.
while here, and before he became Secretary of
as
a
the Treasury,
friendly act for Monks &
Cobb, wrote to the District attorney at Chicago
requesting that he defer action until all the
facts were ascertained.
Subsequently that whisky and a part of the
same lot seized at Chicago were forfeited. The
parties interested in the defence having been
taken by surprise a new trial was granted and
the case is still pending. J. A. Cunningham
has refused the compromise offered because
Afthey insist that the wbisky was all right.
ter Bristow became Secretary of the Treasury
to
order
to
Cobb
he was
by
applied
the release of the
whisky, but declined
to
any
give
qrder on the subject for
he had been cousulted
the reason that
by Cobb prior to becoming Secretary, unless the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue and Solicitrecommend the reor of the Treasury should
These are the facts as gathered from
lease.
the
a
of
standing here.
highest
gentleman
Cobb,
He also says that an agent of the government
investigated the whole case and reported nothHe has really
ing wrong about the whiskey.
complaintd that Bristow’s sensitiveness as to
official propriety has prevented him from doing
what the facts would have justified him in doing.
Mr. Cunningham says there was no excuse
for the seizure his whiskey; that ex-Commissioner Douglass was apprised of the facts concerning it and intimated that money would seMr. Cunningham says he
cure its restoration.
has paid nothing and does not intend to use
to
what
secure
money
property belongs to him.
All the other whiskey men named in the InterOcean's article as having employed Bristow,
including Newcomb, Buchanan & Co., deny
such statements. The Democrats here are indignant at the Inter-Ocean’s attempt to ally
the.m with the scheme to aid the whiskey ring
and Babcock.
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To-Day.

ism for the Lord is the light of the earth and
the sun of righteousness. Most
people think

they know

many things about the birth of
Christ more than is written in the gospels.
There are various traditions, such as that which
makes animals kneel at midnight on Christ-

Auction—Morgan & Dow.

hii birth? (He then gave a brief sketch of the
facts set down in the gospel.; Hot a word has

AUCTION Ct UBMN,

c. W. GODDAltD
J.W.YOIUI

from 9 to 10

PORT'

Arrival and T
Boston and inter*
p. in. and 12.30 a. in.
Intermediate

c,09e at 8.20

1.20

m, and 2.30 and

T

Arrive at 5.00 p m.
Mails via Boston and Maine
**20 and 8.20 p m. Close at

or

Railway. Arrr
8.20 a m and 2.3
Great Soutne
ami 12.30 a ir

a

_Hay
at

Tt d Western. Arrive atjl.20 p.
’Ulose at 8.20 a m, 2.30 and 9.00 p.

m.
m.

Bangor,
Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive a*
*3.00 p.m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Aujr
and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. a»
jr jA 3 00 p. m. Close at 12.30 and 5.00 p. m.
a' ^*Prese* Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
-4i2.00 am. Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Skowhegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R. Arrive at 2.20 p. m. Close at 12.45 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.15 a
CL Close at 6.30 a. m.
"Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.00 a. m., 3.00

Close at 5.00 p

affair.

a m.

was

Mr. Curtis an

Brown of the
a flna hat Sat-

bondage

Middle street tue

ly

for

so

that

just

as

they passed

the

STATE

Young Scamts.—Two boys who are evi
dently on their way to state prison, stole a lo
of poultry Friday night and sold them to ge
They were dc
mouey to spend Christmas.
tected and came very near being punished
This was not their first offence, but it is hope |
that it will be their last
f

Accident.—The team of A. M. Cleaves
Pownal, leaded with produce, was passin ;
down India treet, Saturday, when the hors 3
th B
Th b

j

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

On Wednesday, December 22, Ilia house of
Mr. Frank Yeaton, iu Pittston, was burned,
with furniture and clothing. Loss $2000. In•
sured.
The Kennebec Journal says that twenty citizens have the funds in their pocket to build the
railroad from West Watervillo to Augusta aud
That is true, but those citizens
not feel it.
have never lined their pockets with funds by

week.

Affair.—The truckmen of
the house Mr. A. Freeman,
the treasurer, Friday evening, the night after
the ball and made him a present of a nice little purse of money. Not being much of a
speech-maker they let that pass, but had he
been able he would liav3 made them ooe tba!
would have lifted the roof from the house. Bui
met at

building railways.

Tho Journal says that a Farmers’ Grange
has been organized iu Sidney, aud it now occupies Sherman’s hall, over the postoffice. The
Grange has forty charter members—twenty
ladies aud twenty gentlemen. They have had
several special meetings for work, and have added to their number. Charles Hamlin, Jr, is
masterof the grauge; and James Bean, tress
urer; and among its officers are Miss Abby
Hamlin, Miss Mary Brown, Miss Emma Bean,
and Miss Saavtelle.

take Ins owu word lot it, he was much bet'
ter jileased than he would have been had the
present beeu ever so nice a gold headed cane.

to

The Journal says that Seth Merrow of Au-

Reform Club —The
Club at Chestnut street

public meeting of the
vestr^last evening wai
an exceedingly
interesting coe. Hon. J. J
Perry of this city, formally of Oxford county

present and addressed the audience in re
lation to the benefit of the reform work.
The semi-annual meeting of the Club wil [take place this evening, an 1 every meinbe
should he present as important business will hi
was

transicted.

NEWS.

The Aroostook Times says that Mr. Titcomb,
steam mill in Moulton, is the
owner of the
looser of about $400 by the failure of E. D.
Peters & Co., lumber merchants of Boston.
There are 103 students in attendance at tho
Houltou Academy the present term—by far
the largest attendance of any previous winter
term since the Academy was established.

A Pleasant

city.___

c

NewJYear’s

Portland

the lookout
passengers who are
alone and uuiued to traveling, ami if be is addressed they always receive gentlemanly attention. Suob an officer can do a great deal to assist individuals who are not acquainted with

injured.

urged him

Iffred Sisters, sketch artists, M’lle La
Varve, and Lyman Lagelie, gymnastics, the
Collins Brothers, minstrels and comedians>
Harry Greageu, the Dutch comedian, and
Martina Charinski, the tight rope walker.
This company ought to prove a great attraction

for

wa3

length.

tho insiue

tbo

Ah Officer Caned.—Saturday a member of
the older hackmen of this city presented officer Seth Sterling with a splendid gold headed
cano beariug his uame.
It was a very appropriate present to a worthy officer. Officer
Sterling is stationed at the Eastern depot, and
has much to do with the hackmeD. He is

horse was caught before he

gained nearThis encouraged his driver, and
one on

Tue Adelfhia.—The Adelphia had two
crowded houses Christmas day.
If the theatre
had been larger the audience would have been
larger. Tho programme was very pleasing,
and in the afternoon the ladies and children
were delighted with the pretty little Ilaby McDonald. This week the manager will present
a number of new stirs, retaining several of the
old favorites. Among the new stars we notice

reported

produce

The Maine Law —Gen. Horaco Porter in
his very witty and humorous speech at the New
England dinner in New York, thus bore testimony to the Mains liquor law:
I like to dwell upon tho state of Maine. I
dwelt in that state a whole week for tho purpose of testing practically the workiugs of tha
Maine Liquor law. It was a dry season. Even
women were out in processious waging a crusade against that peculiar form of origiual sin
which is put up in Quart bottles. There was an
irrepressible contact between Santa Cruz rum
and the saint-crusaders. It was the direst spot
I ever encountered except one, wh ich was a
military poston tho alkali plains, where the
supply of liquor had been cut off, and where
the commandingofficer wrote beseeching letters
to all tho officers In the East, begging them to
send him all dropsical recruits so th it he could
tap them aud use them for purposes of irrigation. (Laughter.)

to Iudia street about neck and neck. It was a
very exciting race hut a very dangerous amusement on a public street.

bis physician, Dr. Dodge, out
of danger
Mr. Milliken has been improving
A large number of
the last forty-eight hours.
citizens have teen anxiously irquiriug of his
condition the past two days,
Charles F. Libby, esq., has been confined to
his loom for two or three days with a severe
attack of sore throat, but not diphtheria as has

all

this winter by Mr. Getchell of Machias.
Talbot, Bust & Gould have been harvesting
ice from their pond in Woolwich, on the line of
the Knox & Lincoln roilroad.

other passed easily. The breaking horse settled down again and regaiued his place before
he reached Pearl street. The horses continued

seriously
pronounced by

wagon

Business Notes.

gusta while chopping wood, on one of the re
cent mild days, found a young frog jumping
and skipping about on the top of a snow bank
This is said to be a sure sign of an “open win
ter.”

1

WASHINGTON

—
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&
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DRESSER,
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CLOTHING,

The Calais Advertiser says the largo lutu
bering mill owned by George H. Lincoln ami
was
de
Parker Means of Washington,
stroyed by fire on Monday, Dec. 20th, together
with the stock on hand and all the
Loss about $8000; insurance $1000.

|
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CLOTHING,

<lec27'

Lyon’s Katharion prevents the hair from
falling out or turning gray, renews it growth,
and gives strength and^igor. It is delightfully
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It
is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic
ever produced.
Used by the elite. Price only
50 cents.
aprl6deodawly

Where I shall he happy to show them

and

E. S. RVDLOW,
119 l-‘i Exchange Hfreet.

do6

Haring opened he

NO. 13

MW&Ftt

1

Have just received

Holiday

We have made up our minds not
to be

—

UNDERSOLD IN PARLOR SUITS,
and will state some of our prices. A

Full Parlor
7

F. T. Mealier & Co.’s

Suit,

Pieces, Hair Cloth

or

s o,
e o,
“7 S ? Very Nice,

Schenck s Mandrake Pills
Will be found to possess those qualities necessary to
the total eradication of all bilious attacks, prompt to
a

healthy

tone to the entire system. Indeed, it is no ordinary
discovery in medical science to have invented a rem-

edy for these stubborn complaints, which develop all
the results produced by a beietofore free use of calomel, a mineral justly dreaded by mankind, and acknowledged to be destructive in the extreme to the
human system. That the properties of certain vegetables comprise all the virtues of calomel without its
injurious tendencies, is now an admitted fact, rendered indisputable by scientific researches; and
those who use the Mandrake Pills will be fully satisfied that the best medicines are those provided by
herbs and roots of the fields.

These pills open the bowels and correct all bilious
derangements without salivation or any of the injurious fleets of calomel or other poisons. The sccre
tion of bile is promoted by these pills, as will be seen
by the altered color of the stools, and disappearing of
the sallow complexion and cleansing of the tongue.
Ample directions for use accompany each box of
pills.
Prepared only by J. H. Scheuck & Son, at their
principal office, corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia, and for sale by all druggists and dealers.
Price 25 cents per box.

jv!4decleod3dp&wlmsn

1W FOR THE HOLIDAYS !
lor a

Holiday Gill,
ot

Photographs,

PORCELAINS,
or those most exquisitely artistic, colored
MINIATURE
PHOTOS,

We will make a discount of 20
per cent, on Hair Cloth Suits, and
30 per cent, on Terry or Flush,
from these prices, it parties want
sucli suits as arc being sold by
Boston dealers iu this city.
In
Walnut Chamber Sets we are selling at prices tbat defy competition. We have 25 Marble Top Ash
Chamber Sets that we bought for
Cash from a Bankrupt Stock, the
same Sets we sold for $125.00 six
months ago. We will sell this lot
now tor $75.00 each set.
Marble
Top and Cloth Top Tables of the
same stock we will also sell at reduced prices. We will sell Marble
Top Tables, 24 x 31 inches, for $0.
Cloth Top Tables, 24 by 38 inches,
for $10.
Parties about buying
Furniture w ill surely save money

by calling
Please give

on us

call and we will
show you our very extensive stock
with pleasure, whether you w ish
to buy or not. We have two new
Wheeler &
Wilson
Machiucs
worth $75 which wrc will sell for
$35.00 each.
us a

G. A. Whitney & Co.
46

Exchange St.,
MIDDLE

BELOW

—

ST.,

large assortment cl

a

B.

IN

Old

tjal

DRESS

ROODS!

machinery

ST.

Shaker

CO.’S,

All

—

above the
LOW

Preble House.
dec22dlw

AT

middle

PLUSH

Caps

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity for
CEO.
WOODS & CO.’S ORCANS.
All orders l>y mail promptly attended to. Please
dec 14call or send for Catalogue.
dly

SANDALS,
CHILDREN'S INT. SANDALS,
HEN’S BUCKLE ARCTICS,
HIS«ES’INT.

—

AT

oclA

ilecSO

2.25
1.40

NOWELL,

1.20

New autl

05
60
37
30
28
1.23

ALSO

Desirable Fancy hoodN for the

JOHNSON-*

119 KXCHANGK 8TRKKT,
100,000 Hooka without regard a coxt.
Oood Flock*, Watch*.** uud Jcv dry cheap.
Repairing and Cleaning well done nnd
Warranted.

ALBERT COLBY’S SONS,
•gStt

—

PubiiMhevt and

NELSON & MOULD’S,

dJP3 Congress Street^

^

than can he
Maine. Parties
if they will come to

Depot.
nov3

Retail cheapei

factory

can save

our

MEN’S, YOUTHS’ ID BOYS’

that

a

Household Furniture

<Sc.
SAMUEL

CHASE, Administrator.
O. BAILEY A CO., Aacll.aecrf.
dc2ldtd
F-

ASSIGNEE’S SALE OF

Valuable Real Estate at Auction.

3 Weelis

TUESDAY, January 4th, at 3
m.,
sell the valuable Property
ON
Fremont
known
the J. L. Boston
d.

Property.

WE MEAN WHAT
WE SAY !

JOHN DENNIS,
)
CO Auctioneers.
dtd

F. O. BAIliSV &
dec 25

Our entire stock is marked

of

A

Down, Down, Down

TRADE.

prices

to

never

heard of in this

before

city.

Magnificent Present

FOR IFAMILYFOR NEW YEAR’S
Every sensible .Tlnn should insure his life, and
sensible Womnu should object to his doing so,
with the right Company. It does not shorten,
but the tendency is, (by its salutary influence on the
mind) to lengthen a man’s days. Multitudes have
found it so, and no one will have jast occasion to regret being insured with the great
no

Life Ins* Co.

Mutual

OF NEW

FACTS WILL TELL,

Glass

New Store with

you have only to
at onr prices to
the
fact that what
prove
we say is
and

EXAMINE.

ir
money

my Factory in Gorham, oriposit*
WHITMAN LESLIE.
(ltl

Don’t buy a Dollar’s
worth of Clothing, Furnishing Goods, Hats or
Caps until you see our
Goods.
We can save you money,
give you good Goods .and
MAKE YOU HAPPY.

SHIP’S

STANTON

is

This sale
sively for

C. H. FARLEY

Wills FOR

CHRISTMAS!

exclu-

CASH.

IVoycIty

Orin Hawkes & Co.,

!

CHAIRS,

anti Sewing Machine Chain
with Adjustable Kaclt*. Also

Hockiug

Federal

invalid in the city.

Opp.

Street

J O B

L

Preble

de21

d2w

de!7

OT

SKATES !

&

dlvv

DEALERS

I3f

State and

City Securities,

TtOHN KINSMAN7
keeps constantly

Glass

on

hand

a

fine

and

lot of

Bronze

Also

a

PORTABLE

large variety of

DROP-LIGHTS,

excellent lor Christmas Presents.

House.

128 EXCHANGE STREET.

d&w2w

»

SKATES

3

ACME fLCB and wood ♦op Skates. Cam
Club SkniPN for $1.00 per pair, al
Wholesale and Detail.
B ill El',
«. I
18 Exchange street. Agent for I)u Pont’* Pow

A

led

,

eodtl

tleclo

Dozen Alexander Kid Gloves *
2 Billion in seal, Brown aud
Males lor 75 els per pair at

Gould^
503 CONGRESS STREET

Payson& CO.,

CHANDELIERS.

CONGRESS STREET
♦

Invalid, Cabinet and Reclining Chairs
an

H. M.

Gilt,

482 and 484

Brackets, Mats, Rugs, Hassocks, &c.

the most perfect chair for

to your family on New Year’s. You
done yourself and them a good
thing by furnishing them with a gift which Las a
real and abiding value, and the best safeguard in
emergency—better than a Government Bond.
$20.00 will furnish a policy for $1000 to a young
man, and no better investment can be made. Call
for Document".
dec24d2wls
same

will then have

32 Exchange Street.

CHILDREN AND TOY CIIAIBS,
PIANO

and present

rny'27

WORKBASKET STANDS,
a

BLOCK,

Policy with this

HANK STOCK, &c

WILLOW AND RATTAN GOODS!
'Cable Mats

a

CO.,

Government Bonds.

_%

4 Cxclmn^c Street, Portland
ap2fldtf

dec 21

W. JO. LITTLE &

OLD AND SUBSTANTIAL COMPANY,

WHE undersigned is now prepared to furnish cut
JL glass, either white or enameled in any quantity
and at the shortest notice.
The workmen employed are men of experience and
are as skilful as any in New Engladu, and all work is
warranted to give satisfaction.
Glass signs and tableware cut and engraved to any
design of letter, name or wieath in the best manner.
A variety of new and original designs for Door,
Ship and Car lights, may be seen at my store or may
be had or. application by mail.
My icriun arc ns low as cod be obtained
in the country.

ISelsun

tion in 1843. The usual Dividend will be made on the
1st January next. Go, then, directly to the office of

and procure
dtf

228

after having paid nearly 930,000,000 to the heirs
ot deceased members, and nearly 930.000,000
in Dividends to its Policy Holders, since its organiza-

RAHI>.

DOORS, WINDOWS,
CABINS, &c., &c.

YORK,

Cash Assets Nearly 830,000,000,

LOOK

Congress Street, between
Green and Oak Streets.

FOR

Place,

This property
consist of a lot containing about 2500 square feet of
land, on which isa 3 story brick house containing 13
rooms: also a 24 story wooden {house,
containing 14
rooms;both ol these house are arranged for two families and furnished with Sebogo water,gas,wateijcloseis
for each tenement. This property now rents for $867.
Is in good order throughout, is only 5 years old and
was very thorough and
built. Will be
sold in one or two lots as desired.
Terms made
known at sale. 20 per cent of Purchaser’s mouey
required at sale.
CYRUS GRERN,
1
._

substantially

Slippers

AND

shall

we

on

shall sell at prices that
will rush them off.

GOODS,

CALL

—

ON

HAND,

ho has opened

OF

as

Crockery, China,
Ware, &c.,

we

Furniture, Carpets.

dtf

H. S.

o'clock,

SATURDAY. Jan. 2d, at 10 o’clock A. M., at
salesrooms of F. O. Bailey & Co., 35 and 37 Exchange Street, a general assortment of Household

line of

assortment

at 10

’_dcc23(let
—

15

A3o£>h«el3*r«.

at any other

to

elegant

OPFIPK AND

CLARK.

d9t
dec!7__
Book
in
Store
the
World
Cheapest

assortment of

WEDNESDAY, Dec. 29th,

ADMINISTRATOR’S SALE

STOHE,

Toilet

Ur

shall sell at our Rooms 35 and 37 Exchange
Street, a large and valuable Stock of new Furniture,
consisting of Black Walnut Chamber Sets, Elegant
Parlor Suits in Plush, Hair Cloth and Reps, very
fine Easy Chairs, Hat Trees, Marb»e and Cloth top
Centre Tables, Library Tables, Pillar and Extension
Tables. &c., &c. This stock will be very fine and
fully equal to any we have sold.
r O. Bailey A Co., A uclioneers.

HAMPER*, WOOD HOLDERS.

—

Wholesale and
HOLIDAY
GOODS SEE10U8.—Atbought
AT
£
purchase
wishing
—

d2w

Holidays.

dtf

an

0/1 UHl

By Auction.

entire stock of

STREET

a

X

XT VylV _L /111

FURNITURE

Dry Goods

ERE I
decl4

goods!
—

LADIES
good

&

One lot Trrl'onsif bc*>t hlovr.Onr Ruiioii,
One Hollar per pair

1-75

FALMOUTH HOTEL.

a

TRADE,

Jiii VKDEUU. ST.

Tew

$2.40

—

_

ST.,

are

SKILLIN

Hall’s l£ubber Store.
UNDER

NOWELL,

^Please

Look at these Prices.
HEN’S RUBBER BOOTS,
BOVO’RURBER BOOTS,
YOUTHS’ RUBBER BOOTS,
WOMEN’S RUBBER BOOTS,
HISSES’ RUBBER ROOTS,
CHILD’S RUBBER ROOTS,
HEN’S Rl'BBEB OVERS,
WOHEN’S INT. SANDALS,

2

selling very low. Also
Picture Frames, Scopes and Views, Plain
and Fancy Stationery, Diaries,
Games, etc., etc.
call before purchasing. Don’t forget the

BRASS AND STRING RAND.

X

ON

We want to close out

CUT GLASS

call your attcn lion to tlicir line of Bno Cliromos for t

which they

from

BY AUCTION.

novIO

Cliromos

HOLIDAY

Darling, No, 531 Congress Street.
sists of Elegant Silk Velvets, Silks,

GOST.

And them at the

51. 8.

Collins & Buxton,

lu*trumeut*
jflnaic

Stock of Goods in Store of M. & A.
This stock conSattlns and RIlA
bins In all Shades. Cottons, Rich Matta Laces, Cords
and Girdles, Buttons and other Goods usually kept
in a first class Fancy Goods Stock. This house keeps
the richest and choicest goods in the market, and
are now closing up the business.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Aaclioneera.
doc23
dlf

goods marked down

Elegant New

LEAfH,

560

HATTERS, Opposite Post Office.
de21_dtf

—

TUESDAY, Dec. 28th, commencing at 10
ON
o’clock A. M., and continnlng until all is sold,
shall sell the

we

Suitable for the Season.

NEW

3&XTXSXO l

&

Anction.

No one should put out a Dollar until they have
called at the OLD KEL1BALK MTOBE

—

FEDERAL

O. HAILEY A CO., Auctioneer..

d2t
tlec25_
Stock
of
Elegant
Fancy Goods at

CLOTHING.
our

order.

Informs Ills Friends and the Public in want of

MAHER~ & CO.,

220

prime

1 to 5 Dollars

Street,

MIDDLE

Apples

Barrels Choice Apples, from
Kings County. N. S, of choicest varieties and In

BOYS’

COM FOB l'ABLE

184

dtf

MONDAY, December 27tb, al 9 o’clock A. M.,
ON at'
Salesroom 35 and 37 Exchange Street,
sell about 200

USEFUL,

Presents in

The

shall

i

blfLi> a v! r- I LEAVITT & DAVIS.

PRICES.

SKILLIN

—

immense stock of

an

FOR TOK miLID&Y

Kid Gloves.

constantly on
Violin*,
Gsiiifnrs,
Flutes, Accordions,
finnjoN, Harmonica*, Clarionets,

dec!8_

SENSIBLE.

PLEASE

of tie Latest Popular Music.
Large Collection
Also
hand

OF

and other first class manufacturers.

goods will be on exhibi tion the day before the sale.
F. O. BAILEY dc CO., Auctioneer*.

F.

HFteetdy

has received

FUR, BUCK AND LINED

522 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, ME.,
Have just received a

manufacturers:
Rogers <5fc Brother, MeridA Britannia Company,
National Silver Plate Company, Middletown Plate

we

LEACH,
184

al 10 A. JH.,

200 Barrels Prime Winter
at Auction.

MEN’S AND

HOLI DA Y_ TRADE.

Gents’

the imported

—

tjal

Out Sale

Closing

J. R. COREY & CQ.
dcc21d&w3wis

LADIES’ SIDE LACE BOOTS.

and

Hall.

Sn Every Variety.

We have just received

SEAL,

TUESDAY*

and continuing until sold, at 10,2| and 74 o'clock.
The stock consists in part of elegant chased Tea and
Coifee Sets, Urn8, Ice Pitchers, porcelain lined and
tilling, Wine, Pickle, Dinner and Breakfast Castors,
Butter Dishes, Cake and Fruit Stands, Syrup Pitchers, Waiters, Tureens, Knives, Forks,'Spoons, Ladles, Nut Picks, Carvers. Bread Knives, &c., &c., all
bearing the trade mark of the following celebrated

on each garment, many of
them
to he sold without
Domestic ami Linen Goods
regard to

OFFER

FRENCH

City

above

a

comrnen-

ting

and Checked Flannels,

Ho. 1 dm Street.

Scotch Havelock

all
and

assortment ot
WE goods atsellStore splendid
55 Exchange Street,
shall

Flannels, Twilled, Striped

Maher & Co.

CLOTH.

FOR

AT AUCTION.

dealfavor

pany.

A Full Assortment.

NEW SHOE

Goods is at

—

FURNISHING GOODS Triple Silver Plated Ware & Table Cutlery

Company, William Rogers Manufacturing Company,
Landers, Trary
Clark, The Rogers Cutlery Com-

best makes, Thibets.

can

The best l‘Iace in Portland to

and

STOCK OF

L.ADIES

FUR SEAL,

String*

er’s and Wholesale Dealer’s

—

Beavers, Chinchillas, Cloakings,
Cloths, Cassimeres, Repellants,
Ladies’ Cloths in Plaids, Plain and
Mixed, Blankets, White and Colors, Cheap, Black Cashmeres and All
Brilliantines, Black Silks, the

Also

Cornet*

Peremptory Sale of a Manufactur-

of tho finest and best

AARONSON,

sept22

Desiring Perfect Fitting Boots.

novl2dtf

Congress St., Just

one

No. 13 Market Square, opposite

ST.

ocl6

®"Bo not Delay too long, and thus avoid the
and hurry of the last days when work can be
delivered for holiday gilts.
Remember the Place,

495

SQUARE,

Prices to suit the times and comparo favorably
other houses.

Always the Largest Stock,
The Best Ooods,
del6d2wis
The Lowest Prices.

rush

NELSON &

show

C. W. ALLXK.

Regular sale of Furniture and Genera! Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited.
oc3dtt

NO TROUBLE TO SUOIV CiOODS.

Fine Camel’s Hair Styles, Cash,
mere and Paisley Long and Square
do. New Designs in Striped Long
and Square Cashmere do. Woolen
Long and Square Shawls, Plaid,
Plain and Borders. Black Thibet
Long and Square Shawls. Heavy
Square Woolen do.

purchasing.

before

finished by Mr. Lamson’s special artist, Mr. Frank
Leman, now well-known to his Portland patrons as
by far the best Photo, colorist ever in the state of

buy Holiday

•Salesroom. 33 and 37 Exchange Hi.

East of New York, and with fair and square
ing I hope to wiu the patronage of all that will
me with a call.

Woolens!

Terry,

$42,

STORE.

MIDDLE

to

CLOTHING AND

7

dc20dtf

244

prepared

am

dlw

F. O. BAILEY.

and elegant store

MARKET

ST.

DOW, Auctioneer..

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

MEN’S AND BOYS’

SHAWL S,

Presents!

•

Lamson’s

new

—

L O. BAILEY A CO„

with

We have a lull assortment of goods
in our line suitable for

Goods

ono

MORGAN A
dec27

CLOTHING?

OPPOSITE CANAL BANK.

---

AT

MIDDLE

139

dtf

ST.,

FURNITURE i J. R,
Corey & Co.,

BOTTLES,

than

Dec. 27th, at 2 P. M., and
continue Afternoon and Evening,

BECKETT,

ocl6

BOXES,

appropriate

MONDAY,

sell them.

~

BOXES,

wmu more

liappy

to

stocks of

OF MANY KINDS AT

uuu

more

—

W. C.

t

W eights,

common

be

Opposite Old City Hall,

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

in the

There will be no reserve and £ll goods Dut up will
be sold; making a splendid opportunity to purchase
Goods at your own prices. Sale to commence

Fine An*

a

MERCHANT TAILOR,
244 Corner of Middle and Cross Streets.

MIDDLE

GOODS,

Cogia Hassan Store.

Hortment of.

ALLEN & CO.,

No. 227 MIDDLE

nature

and Cross

Goods for Fall and Winter Wear

187

largo lotjof

a

DRESS

Portland and vicinity call at my new place ot
business.

DRY GOODS.

secretions of the liver, and give

Also

ROOTJf* OVER A. B. JBVTLER’8,

Business Chance.

WALLETS

start the

TliC GENTLEMEN

244, Cor. Middle

AT

I

DRUG

DOLLS, TOYS, &C.
And the whole Slock of the

ALLEN & CO.,

fTR will buy a genteel legitimate business;
tjpA I EF all established; with stock and fixtures;
sales and profits large; good reason for selling.
Particulars at office of

beautiful

Holiday Goods,.

d2w

d4wf

dec27dtf

AND

ST.

Streets,

That all who see this notice
DUUIx nULli I Oi
may fend their address and
the great popularity of Thos- W. Knox s new book
'Backsheesh, or Life and Adventures m the Orient." we make
this extraordinary offer: We will send a complete outfit
Ipnce $1,251 absolutely free to any competent iter son of either
who will work. It contains 250 splendid Illustrations
costing $10,000, and Jhe entire press pronounce it “the best
new book out" In low price it Is 1he book for the times, and
Agents easily sell 5 to 10 a day. We want Workers in every
and the above oreat offer bona fide. Large Jllustownship,
Pamphlet. Specimen pages, nnd full particulars free.
5®ted
^odresB A.X). Wobtuijjgton & Co.. IIaktfobd. Cuhjl

_

Japanese

FORE

0". IP. ^ISK
decl6

ALLEN & CO.,

1U

BIDDER

All of those

Of

j

ij

sold lo the

HIGHEST

UlcLELLAN & CO.

^

AXTCTIOIT
To hr

WILL

S 23jl S3 S3 0^ O 0 SO 0 SO
k
GREAT
OFFER
Tfl
AHCMTQ

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall, and D. Wentworth, 553 Congress, corner of Oak street.

CUT

Regular Sales of Furniture, Groceries and Genera
Merchandise every SATURDAY, at Salesroom No.
13 Exchange street, commencing at 10) o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited and prompt returns made.
Portland. May 13th.
mylfldl4

Until yon have seen the Goods and
Prices at the

—

wlw

“The sale of Adamson’s Botanic Cough
Balsam is rapidly increasing, and it will soon
become a household word. It sells far in advance
ot any,other remedy on our shelves.”
Smith, Doolittle & Smith, Wholesale Druggists, 26 Tremont street, Boston.
de27
eodlw

-Paper

Salcirtom No. 18 Exchange St.
M. G. DOW.

One Dollar for

CLOTHING

NOYES,

_

TRINKET

Spend

For sale in Portland by

tf

WORK

DOW,

&

MORGAN

A. M. MORGAN.

CLOTHING,

One family of children having Webster’s Unabridged, and using it freely, and another not having it, the first will become much the most intelligent
men and women.
Ask your teacher or minister if it
is not so, then buy the book and urge your children
to use it freely. Published by
G. & c. lYIEICR! AVI, Springfield, mass.

stock

dc23

FOR

MOO ENGRAVINGS: 1810 PAGES llo.

—

Will find

COUNTY.

AUCTION SALES-

Don’t

Maine.

The starch factory to be erected in Bingham
the coming spriDg, will consist of the store
house, dry house, and tho main buildiDg for the
steam engine. The latter will be three stories
high and seventy feet long, sufficient for a
planing mill and spool factory, to he run by
the engine when not-occupied with the potatoes. All the lumber for the establishment100,000 feet—has been contracted for, together
with fifty cords of wood for fuel.
An iron foundry is to be erected in Houltou

Falmouth, the inside horse broke badly and the

make this
morning can givo more universal satisfaction
to a large majority of our readers than the fact
who has been
that Weston F. Milliken, esq
ill of congestion of tbo lnngs, is
so

and

a

he

we

away, spilling
along the line.

of sin.

Eacing in the Steeets.—A laige number
of teams were out enjoying the fine sleighing
Saturday afternoon. There was considerable
racing on Congress and Middle streets. Two
teams started from Congress square about four
o’clock in the afternoon, and passed down Free
street at a furious rate.
Both horses were
“steppers,” the drivers had been there before,
and the street was clear. The horses were trotting so nearly even that when they turned into

Personal.

frightened anil

other company from down town can
beat either of the np town companies, they
will have to make better time than they have
heretofore. Now to give honor to whom honor
is due, let me here state that No, 3 aud No. 4
arrived at the box together, and No. 3 got first
water; and that before any down town company arrived. No. 4 got second water, and the
pipe did not get away from them either. I do
not claim lor Nos. 3 or 4 that they are smarter
than the rest of the companies, but I do claim
for them that wheu they can catch them for
first water we will give it to them, and not before. I will give No. 5 credit for third water.
I will give the statement of the man who
pulled the box. It was four minutes from the
time the box was pulled before water was on
the fire.
Richard H. Ball,
Foreman Steamer No. 3.

Boothby with a neat and tasty speech. The
entertainment was a very pleasant one and reflects much credit upon Messrs. Griffin and M.
Stevens, the superintendents.

was

sr

any
come and

The pastor was the recipient of an elegant
lounging chair from the young people of the
society, which was presented by Miss Hattie

celebrated. Bishop Healy being the celebrant
and Father Bradley master of ceremonies. The
sermon, which was a model of Us kind, was
delivered by Father Miller, one of the mission
fathers. Services was also held in the evening.

became

ing any such assertion; for whan No. S

Sanborn’s rich contr£o possesses flexibility and shows cultivation. The duet “Bobin Buff” was finely executed by Bev. Mr. Bradlee and M. Adams
which brought forth an enthusiastic encore.

Savior suspended far above the altar,impressed
the worshipper with awe, veneration and love,
and lifted his mind to the contemplation of his

ran

see the Sunday Times of
the 26th inst, claims first water for steamer
No. 5 at the fire of the 24th.
It would be well
for that reporter or the person who gave him
the information to investigate before publish-

much merit, while Miss

ulate Conception were, as usual, grand, imposing and impressive. Mass was celebrated at
five in the morning, but the customary pomp
and splendor were absent. Still the great Cathedral presented a splendid appearance. The
great building blazed with innumerable lights,
and the swell of the organ, the chanting of the
choir, and above all, the image of the crucified

the

Disputed Honors.

the school, dialogues, etc. Some of the selec.
tions were finely executed, especially the opening song and chorus “Chiming Bells” by
Misses Foley and Sanborn and Messrs. Stevens and Adams, with Miss Davis presiding at
the organ. Miss Foley has a soprano voice of

song, “Peace on earth, good will to men.”
At St. Dominic’s the decorations were fine
and the music was of a high order. The new
organ was used for the first time. It is pronounced a very fine one.
The services at the Cathedra) of the Immac.

we

Me. Editor—I

Chrisrmas
Exhibition.—The
Congress
Street M. E. Society gave a pleasing entertainment at their church Christmas evening
under the auspices of the Sabbath School, consisting of solos, duets', songs and a chorus by

of

on

cneertuny gave up, ana l hope, that
the absence of it will keep us for a short time,
at least, from the annoyance consequent on
Z. ft. Weight.
newspaper notoriety.

cathedral being filled
made a marked and
lasting impression upon our Catholic friends,
who wish them Ged speed in their noble efforts
to elevate society, and to deliver man from the

Four heavy
the parish.
wreaths, one hanging from the central arch of
the roof, one gracefully caught up at either
corner of the church, from which a contiauous
wreath arches each window. A large maltese
cross, wreathed, was placed beneath the Trinity window. Over the doors, in old English
letters, clearly cut, were the words of the holy

ever

which

precedented number, tho
to repletion. Tbeyjhave

the rose window
wreaths were looped across the entire chancel,
“In memoriam,” in old English text, illuminated with green and starlet, was placed over
the tablet of the late Kov. N. W. Taylor Boot,

been

misrepresentation.
Saturday we received a note from the chief
of the fire department, demanding the key

their broad and liberal culture.
Among them
of the best theologians, orators and
controversalists of the Catholicjchurch. Their
meetings thus far have been attended by an un-

From

which-

week.

are some

Services were held in several of the churches
indicated in Saturday’s Pbess, where the
music was published. Several of the churches
were finely decorated, but none of them better

announcement

a

of Bishop Healy the holy fathers were induced
to come and have one here. The Kedemptorist
Bathers are men distinguished for their Christian zeal and charity, their fervid piety and

as

No

following

During the mission, services
are held every day and evening and confessions
heard. These missions are now being held
throughout the country,usually in places where
no bishop is located, but through the influence

station. The day was a3 usual observed on
board the English steamers at our wharves.
The storm gave those who enjoy sleigh riding
an excellent opportunity to enjoy this sport.

mass

before

four
JRedemntorist Fathers. Last week the mission
was for women only, bat there is to be another
for men to commence next Sunday evening,

few persons on the street. There was scarcely
any drunkenness to be seen, and up to midnight there were but six unfortunates at the

Dontifical

number of my friends. Several men connecied
with the fire department rushed into tbe hall
and one of whom requested to know if the key
was in the house.
1 ordered it to be given to
the man at once, but when informed that he
could have what he asked for, he did not want
it.
He only wanted it if he could not have
it. The gentleman politely informed us that it
ivas a false alarm and that his motive was to
ascertain how anyone could gain access to the
box without the key, and to satisfy the department that the key was in its accustomed
place. We assured him that it was; it never
having been out of the house except once last
spring. We bad resumed our enjoyment when
a second party called
to ascertain what description we could give of the party who first
called whether young or old, &c. He was informed by the lady of the house that it was a
gentleman who called, and that his request was
not to get the key, but to be assured that it
was here.
After answering all the inquiries of
of which we had any knowledge, it became apparent chat it must be a matter of question
whether to entertain a crowd of boys and firemen, seldom seen iu this quiet locality, on the
front steps or our invited guests iu the parlor.
We decided to entertain the latter, hence the

CLOTHING.
Sales!

Holiday

WEBSTER’S IIS ABRIDGED DICTIONARY

Call

A new lot of sheet music just received
Collins & Buxton’s, 522 Congress at reft.

—

ask space to make explanation,
which will place us in a proper light before the
public. The “rather unsatisfactory” account
given of the key, to alarm box No. 19 by tbe
family to those authorized to inquire was this:
At the time of the alarm, I was entertaining a

religious revival under the direction of

lasting

a. m.

The

—

If you want to buy a present at half-price go
to the auction sale at Cogia Hassau’s.

spectfully

The Catholic Mission.—The Catholics of
this city have for the last week been holding a

Merry Christmas.
Christmas was a very quiet day in this city.
The stores were generally closed, and owing to
the rather unpleasant weather there were but

At 10.30

“Maurice.”

never

splendid

a

Holiday Goods, very cheap.
purchasing elsewhere.

Statement.

Mr. Editor—As gross injustice was done
the members of my family from misrepresentations in au article in tbo Press of Saturday
I remorning, headed “Fire Alarm”,

George B. Waldron opens
week’s engagement, making his first appeardrama,

Co., has

of

HOLIDAY GIFT,

Parent, Child, Teacher, Pastor, Friend.

3t*

tronage._
A

Margot.Bose Graham

present time 1650. Miss Clark and others will
speak this evening, and the public are earnestly
and cordially invited.

flrenior.

pa

CbarieB D’Arbel (a young Doctor),... .Charles Norris
Count D’Auberive (a French Noble)_J.Sutherland
Doctor Geifaut (Physician at St. Tropez).. H. D. Gale
Dominique (Servant to the Court).A. K. Adams
Louis (Captain of a Lugger).F. P. Barton
Hortense (La Dame ot St. Tropez).. ..Isabel Waldron
Madm. Langlois.Florence Stratton

The gospel temperance meeting at the Allen
Mission last evening, was fully attended and
of deep interest. Numbers signed the total abstinence pledge, making the number to the

Bector

Oysters.—Mr. A. N. Hawes, of the well
known firm of Timmons & Hawes, has established a wholesale oyster house at 119 Commercial street.
Mr. Hawes is well known to the
trade, and will commaud a fair share of the

is the caste:
George Maurice (formerly captain of a privateer),
G. B. Waldron
Antione Launay (Overseer of St. Tropez),
M. B. Snyder
Mons. Langlols (a Notary).Frank Curtis

Music by Cole.

first

three
his beat he found an intoxicated man in the
snow. He was numb, and it was sometime beHe would
fore the officer could revive him.
have frozen in a short time.

was a

in the emotional

BEST

dc25

no

Escape.—Saturday morning about
o’clock, as officer Houston was walking

AUCTION BALES

dc23tf

HAuction to-day. Cogia Hassau.

musical knowledge.

Narrow

opportunity

given in this city,

Bosworth Post, G. A. B.,
C. N. LaDg was presented
Past Chief Patriarch’s, I. O.

Paul’s.

throughout.

STREET.

with the Museum.
This evening Mr.
ance

thnrnnpdi

mended, will let his violin speak for itself,
doubt securing a favorable verdict.

for a very amusing
bit of acting, which tickled the audience hugely. His appearance was the signal for prolonged applause. The farce is certainly very
funny, but rather better suited for the boards
of a variety theatre thau for the Museum stage.
Miss Stratton has dissolved her connection

a

will
•

gress street, opposite Casco.

ed by tbose
years since at City Hall, as possessing a clear,
sweet baritone and much spirit and intelligence
of style. Mr. Reiser, who comes well recom-

end of the first act he was called before the
curtain and presented with an elegant ebony
gold-headed cane on behalf of his many friends
in Portland, by M. M. Loud, Esq. Mr. Calder
responded iu a neat and brief speech of thanks.
The afterpiece of “The Two Vagabonds” gave

eve-

The sidewalks were in a bad condition Saturday and yesterday. The snow was left on most
of them, and on four sides of Lincoln Park it
was undisturbed.
The Emerald Boat Club have their annual
New Year’s ball at Lancaster Hall Friday even-

than St.

ser-

packed house
Saturday evening, standing room even being in
demand. Mr. Calder never played better, the
large audience seeming to inspire him. At the

O. F.

ing.

listened

The Museum.—There

meeting of
Friday evening, Mr.

Sergeant

attentively

to-day

CLOTHING.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,

will be pleasantly rememberwho heard him in opera several

was no sermon.
The service was of
musical nature, and the pastor pronounced a
benediction.

*
passengers, and a full cargo.
The boys amused themselves Saturday skating on the reservoir. Those who get their
water from this source take notice—after a
thaw.
Nathan Wood & Son, whose manufactory on
Fore street was. burned out a few weeks ago,
are to begin the work of re-construction at
once. The building will be entirely remodeled.

Blues, weie each presented with
urday evening.

Christmas

and

Please tell the people that you saw their
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceed 1100,000,

Something New.—The Harmonica Flute.
Just the thing for a Christmas present.
Call
and examine, at Collins & Buxton’s, 522 Con-

W. C. Sawyer &

CLOTHING.

Signor Orlandini

a

streets, yesterday.
The annual meeting of (ho “Western Make
Baptist Social Union” wi'J be held in the vestry
and lecture room of th-s First Baptist Church
in this city, at six o’clock this evening.
The Moravian, Capt, Graham, sailed from
this port for Liverpool at 7 o’clock Saturday
evening. She carried 4 cabin and 110 steerage

and

nf sincere

vice, there
PRE-

a very pleasant r iffair.
A drunken seaman attracted the attention ot
church-goers on the corner of Park and Spring

regalia.
Corporal Hawes

a

The auction sale of holiday goods
be at the Cogia Ilassan Store.

of queens of the lyrio stage.
Mine. Arabella Goddard has already been
beard in our country in a former season, and
her fine, conscientious and elevated playing
cannot fail at once of recognition as the result

Owing to the illness of the pastor, who was,
however, able to be present at the morning ser-

ning, was

a

fords few great tragic singers, worthy to succeed Catalani, Pasta, Malibran, Grisi—and it
is without depreciation of the superb gifts of
Mmes. Patti, Nilsson, Luoca and many others
that Mile. Tietjens is to be pronounced tbe
genuine successor of the long and stately line

yesterday, taking

PARK

There is but one more cage for the jury at this
term which will be taken up thi s morning.
Members of the bar will take motice that the assignment ot court cases will he made this (Monday)
morning at 10 o’clock.

by the Post with

noble vocalism. In oratorio, her large, serious
style is irreproachable. The present time af-

his text from St. John
x, 10—“f am come that ye might have life
and that ye might have it more abundantly.”
The sermon was eminently a practical one and

SIDING.

At the

Norma aud Roberto il Diav olo, Mile.
Tietjeus has no rival for dramatic force and

ADVERTISEMENTS.

_

dc22 tf

warranted.

admirable in quality aud combining the richand depth of the contralto with the brilliance and freedom of the soprano, so that she
has been enabled to sing without transposition

Fidelio,

SQUARE.

Kev. Mr. Gibbs preached
mon

522 Congress
opposite Casco street, and examine the Geo
Woods & Co’s parlor organs.
For sale on the
most favorable terms, and every instrument

before
dec21tf

between the terrible role
which she assumed and her fresh, girlish naThe part of Lucrezia
ture, was Successful.
has continued to be oue of her principal and
most admirable.
In such operas as Don Giovanni, Gli Ugonotli, Favorita, Semiramide,

The music was fur-

CONGRESS

Arrive

Saturday

NEW

Buxton’s,

Dolls, toys and dress goods at auction toCogia Hassan.
day.

notwithstanding her extreme youth and the

oy tne scnooi assisted uy tne unorai
Union. The large audience present was highly pleased with the exercises.

Collections from Street letter boxes at 7.00 a. m.,
12 m. and 2.00 and 8.00 p. m.

Brief Jfotl iagi.
Tlio sociable at Lancaste c Hall

promptly.

Call at Collins &

of Hamburg. Her love of music was
early in its development, her temperament
that of the born artist, her appearance dignified, and her voice a soprano of good extent,

city

amusing disparity

nisnea

Thursday at 6 a m. Close Saturday at 3.20 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line direct close every
Saturday at 3 p m.
Foreign Maiis, via New Tork, day previous to sailing ot steamers. Close at 2.30 p m.

Superior Coi rt.
TERM, 1875, fiVMONDS, J.,

to-day. Cogia Ilassan.

Hulled Corn.—Don’t pay 8 cents per quart
when you can get a good article delivered for
G cents. Send postal card orders to Box 1633.

the most opposite roles—for instance Arsace
and Semiramide, which in the course ot representations of Kossini’s "purple and gold”
Her
opera, she has alternately personated.
debut, at tillage of fifteen, in her native city,
was in the part of "Lucrezia Borgia”—aud

The children had their pieces well and

delivered them

Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbridge, Jonespert and Machias, via each steamer.

DECEMBER CIVIL

Auction

sketch of her career will be of interest and
value to the readers of the Pbess.
Teresa Tietjens is the descendant of an old
and noble Hungarian family, and was born in

ness

The concert given last evening by the India
Street Sunday School was a very interesting

m.

Arrive at 6 a m. Close at 9 p m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island.

about

INDIA STREET CONCERT.

rand 6.30 p. m. Close at G.30 a m, 12.30 and 5.00 p. m.
Rochester. N. H., and intermediate offices.
Arrive
at 1.45 and 11.25 p m. Close at 7.30 a m, and
3.30 p m.
nunn ouuway auu uiner omces on me t. iv U. K
E. Arrive at 11.25 a m, and 5.55 p m. Close at 7.45
а. m. and 2.10 p m.
By the Bridgton Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Clese at
б. 50 a m.

Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00

know

down to us in history regarding the Savin our inspired works.
We do not
know how many things Jesus said to Mary in
his youth,but we know that she pondered them
in her heart and had confidence in his power,
for she believed that he could perform the
miracle of turning water into wine at the marriage of Cana. It has been a great satisfaction
to many minds that the angels appeared to
simple shepl-crds to announce the comiug of
Lord, but how could he come to the high priest
aud rulers, with their hard hearts filled with
bitterness? The existence of these simple and
single minded shepherds and the gentle fishermade it
men who became apostles, was what
possible for the Lord to come down into this
world. These were the kind of minds which
John the Baptist came to ptepare for his coming. Thus has it ever been, so is it, aud thus
will ever be, that the pure in heart shall see
God. The Lord gave to his church, represented by Mary, true doctrines, and they pondered
them in their hearts. But soon they began to
ponder them in their heads only, and gradually
the church fell away from preaching Christ,
until about one hundred years ago, when they
were restored to us, and once more the world
began to preach Jesus and his doctrine, and to
ponder it in their hearts.

Me*’ Dec- 2*> ^5.

f*™’
JP*"1"**01”*1*
offices. Arrive at

really

But what do we

iour, save

excet>t»d.
** 31111 General Delivery

a m.

eva.

the fame that has

the

come

.nr..

m

for Carrie

9.00 p. m.
Boston and the

-OFFICE.

-_ASS

to 8.30 p

a m

open

mas

t>

0a,c*- 11
From 8.00

Sundays

«•

kept

The Sale of Adamson’s B otanic Lough.
NEW ADVER' TISEi IENTS.
Business Chance—E. S. B E®**'
—*•
Dauchy’s Advertisements- 4*
Noyes.
Best Holiday Gift— Bailey

PORTLAND POS'. P

justly rewarded her long
vigorous work, that earn for
Mile. Tietjens her preeminence among the
great lyric singers of the age; but it is also tbe
undefinable quality of genius, of blended fire
A brief
and truth, that animate her singing.
or

continued and

the feast of the Sun, on the 25th of
of December. In previous centuries it had
been kept on other days. It is a proper symbol-

Oogia Hassan—5.

*

yesterday,

mention was made in most of them

festival,

MISCELLANE OUS * OTICES.

4

well attended

NEW JERUSALEM CRURCH.
Itev. Richard Ward of
Cambridge, preached
a Christmas
sermon from the text in Luke ii,
19: “But Mary kept all these
things aud pondered them in her heart.”
Mary symbolizes
the highest love known in heaven or on
earth;
the mother of
religion. In the fourth century
the birth of Christ was first
as a Roman

ANlTvi CINITY~

Advertise*****

dew

special

were

of the Christmas season.

THE FRESC
u Depots of FesMay be obtained at the Periodio
& Co., Andrews,
senden Bros.. Marquis, Brunei
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Aenarr
±t an,i Chisholm
«
Bros., on all trains that run
the city.
At Biddetord, of Phiilshnry.
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon.
At Waterville, of <J. S. Carters
At Bath, of J. 0. Shaw.
tnd Stevens & Co.
At Lewiston, of French Bros.. ;

CITY

mile. Tietjens’ Concert.
is due to the very enviable reputation
which our city has already established for itself as appreciative of the best music, that a
large audience and cordial reception greet
Mile. Tietjens upon the occasion ot her first
appearance here. It is not only the magnificent voice with which tho prima donna has
been endowed by nature, or the absolute perfection of intonation, the noble stage presence,
It

oys; ersT

dtf

Cargo nice Cap* Cod plunto for .ale by
tlargo, Hnrrcl, Ru.hrl, r«k, Kalian or
Quart t*r.ce. I bu <>Oc 3 bu 33c. lO bn.
30c. IOO bu. 43c. gallon HOc, qi :10c For
der Mills. 7 shot Revolver au«l IOO Unit
.ale o*. boiir.1 Men. Winged Haccr at Cong.
ridges $1 50
Wharf. Xppl, to Unatrrou board or Iutell
us
saw
wheie
this
Advertise
StSr'Plcase
you
! quire of K. KKKKMAN, 117 C.nou1
ment.
auDOijeodtt
decMdlw
cinl Sticct.

rigged.

[For the Woman’s Journal.]

That fan of Eastern sandalwc od, ah me!
What wondrous change its spicy fragrance wrought,
Unlocking gates, to send enfranchised thought
Far wandering o’er summer lake and lea,
Returning sweeter laden than the bee.
Who rifles fields of ciover all day long:
Touching my senses like s jme faint, sweet song,

From distant voicc9 home o’er moonlit sea.
Outside, tbe world was wrapt in rain-mist, gray:
in warmth amt light;
Inside, my heait fill
Dear arms held close anu banished pain away,
tender
cheek
o’er
flngeis white,
Soft
strayed
my
Sweet eve9 looked down, with tender words to say,
in
that
warm
since
happy
night.
Held
memory

peculiar to

Through her

woman.

own

imprudence and folly she is made to drag out a miserable existeuco—a source of ann yauce and anxiety
to her fritnds, and anything but a comfort and pleasure to herself.
Exposure to tbe cold at times wlien
sue should be most prudent, and overtaxing*her body
with laborious employment, are both fruitful causes
of many of the maladies from which she suffers.
Gradually the bloom leaves her cheeks, her lips grow
she continually exashy white, her vivacity departs,
periences a feeling of weariness and general languor,
a
and altogether presents ghostly appearance, what
does she need? Should she take some stimulating
drug, which will for the time make her “/'eeZ better
She
or does her entire system demand reparation?
requires something which not only will restore to
health the diseased organs, but will tone and invigorate the system. Dr. Pierce’s Fayorite Prescription
It imparts strengfti to the diseased
will do this.
parts, brings b&ck the glow of health, and restores
comfort where

there was only suffering.
previously
should send lor “The

Every invalid lady

People’s

Common Sense Medical Adviser,” in which over fifty
pages are devoted to the consideration of those disIt will be sent, post-paid,
eases peculiar to women.
to any address, for $1.50. Address, R. V. Picree, M.
Agents
D.f fworld’s Dispensary, Buffalo, N. Y.
wanted to sell this valuable work.

dec24deod&wlw

oc29

Wanted.

competent to do
Good references given. Ad*'B. M. B., Press Office.

IN all kinds ot work.
dress

woman

dec25_d3t*
Wanted*

SITUATION

by

having

man

a

Houses bought and sold. Apply
PATTERSON, dealer in Real Estate. Office 3791
Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle
au28tt
and Pearl streets.

a

good knowl-

edge of the Grocery business and an extensive acquaintance in the State of Maine. Would
G<*xl references
like to travel or work on stock.
given. Inquire or address SHAW, HAMMOND &
CARNEY.dec18d3w*

5<> Market Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND, MB.
Jul
dly

G.

The Best Grocery Stand in Port
land for Sale.

Benj. F. Chadbourne,

Congress Street, with new and fresh
Block of goods. A are opportunity for business
Lease immediately.

ATTORNEY & COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW.

on

So.

dec4____dtf

IN

acc22

House for Sale.
Alder St., three minutes walk from Market
Square. Lot 30x100 feet; ten rooms; price
J. R. LUNT & CO.
$1800.
<lec23dtt

NO

STEPHEN

26

For Sale

(ga/id

BROWN

D.

of

a

lady’s basque,

Cape Elizabeth.
NELSON LEIGHTON HOUSE, in Deering, opposite town house
NOONAN HOUSE, 50 Salem street.
3 HULL HOUSES on Carroll and Pine streets.
Full supply of water throughout the year guaranteed. Large and well-finished.
STORE AND SMALL TENEMENT, No. 3 Adams
street.

PORTLAND.

Surplus,

MAINE,

7000 FEET OF LAND, Cor. Canton and Martyr
Streets. Good building lots.
Will take mortgage
back for lull value if built upon.
Will
3 HOUSE LOTS on Eastern Promenade.
take mortgage back for full value if built upon.
SEVERAL SMALL FARMS in the country, all in
good condition and on easy terms.
$2500 TO LET on mortgage of city real estate.
MATTOCKS & FOX,
183 Middle St.
I)0v24d3n>

-JOIIW

d2w*

P.

CRAHI,

Am’t
Net

Legal business of all kinds promptly attended to.novlOdtf

Bargain.

The Natural magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hands on them and they shall be healed.
Rooms 11 and l‘J Fluent Block
dtf
nov8

House for Sale.
STORY wooden house nearly new, 12 finished
rooms, good cellar and drainage, Sebago water
and gas; arranged for two families.
For further information inquire on the premises, No. 167 Newoct27dtf
bury street Portland, Me.

24

H. L. GREGG &
SHIP

Liabilities,

R. S. WESCOTT, President.
I. REM SEN LANE, Secretary.

5

S’
et-

as

Room in the Second Story of the
Printers’ Exchange, with power it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B.THLRSTOft & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

amount paid to Policy-Holders from
organization to Jan. 1, 1875.$17,902,465
Total amount of present investments for

Policy-Holders.

Total premium receipts from organization to Jan. 1, 1875... .$28,252,125
Total interest received. 3,261,458

•3

Hollars per Quarter

SIX Octave Plano, rosewood case; may be

seen

Spring

Street. Address
MRS. CHAS. HARLOW,
Broadway, South Boston, Mass,

dlwteodtf

To Let.
Upper Tenement 305 Cumberland Street, gas
and Sebago.
Kent $300.
Inquire of M. H.
FOSTER, 24 Union Street.deciCdtt

THE

1-3 Daw Street.

at O

Inquire

an

To Let.

LOWER

To Let.
DESIRABLE suite of unfurnished rooms in
suite or separately, to let with hoard. Also
Table Boarders wanted at 62 Free St.
declO
dtf

A

a v

fe
3

©

S5

Warranted

Perfectly

ECONOMY

AND

Gas

will

UNEQUALLED.
chasing.

*

29 MARKET

SQUARE,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

decdGm

GOOD Tenements on Munjoy Hill, one for $12,
one for $9, and oue for $7 per month.
ApW. W. CARR,
ply
aeC7dtf
197 Newbury St.
to Rent.
and Oxford Ntreels.
R.G. PAL1IKR.

Cedar

Price 8330.
CORNER
dec9

deodtf

To Let.

A DESIRABLE
643, In good repair.
nace.
at No. 611

house to let

Inquire

Hodsdon,

Congress St., No.
gas, fur-

derStf

To Let.
February first the Stores and Chambers
Union St., now occupied by Caldwell &

ABOUTand
on

on

Sebago water,
Congiaas St.

Jalldtf

Whitney

& Thomas.

A

pply

to

ST. JOHN SMITH.

To Let.

Yeni, Yidi, Yici !
THE

quire
Jnel6

improvements.

HOTEL TO LEASE.

that

ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

contaios 40 rooms and two Stores; is
situated opposite the passenger station oi the
Grand Trunk Railway, and in the immediate vicinity,
and nearer than any other Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the city and
suburbs. Address
AUG. P. FULLER.
fu24deodtf
Portland, Me.

THE

To Let.

A

PERSONS

FURNITURE
descriptions.

ot all

PARLOR SUITS,
EASY CHAIRS. DIVANS.
MARBLE TOP TABLES,
BLK. WALNUT SETS,
PAINTED CHAMBER SETS,
LOUNGES, SPRING BEDS,
AND MATTRESSES,

building. Apply to
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
Middle, corner of Exchange St.,
or HENRY DEERING,
39 Exchange St.

nov2dtf

To Lei.
Containing 9 rooms, Sebago
Pearl Street. Inquire at

154
HOUSE
0Ct28dtI

152 PEARi.

and

gas, at

STREET.

Good First-Class Rents
Woodford’s Corner, ol 5 and 6 rooms, to fami-

AT
lies without
FIELD at

small children.
Woodlot d’s Corner.

T. H. MANSoctlStf

—

FOR

Christmas Presents

AL80-

Cotton’s Folding: Lap Boards.

E.
130

LORD,
Exchange

No

and

'GYMNASTIC SYSTEM

LADIES
IN TEN

FOB

AND

—

GEIYTLEMiEN

J. II. GILBERT, Proprietor.
U025,,

WILLIS’ PATENT

AImo (be

Ice

aasortment at

Family Science.

IN

STATE.

*koten ground and all k”D(;s cf ITIccliau*
fical Hr-pairing done in lb* bc^t
style.

LLM k r ”A II1513 It,
35 Temple Street, near Congress.
drfi

Prince’s

Express.
run

R LEVIi K, SON & CO
Sole Manufacturers, 724 Chestnut Street, Philadelat
liberal discouiu. Sample
phia. Trade supplied
pair by mail $1 W.

f10.

de24eodtm

„

to §500. t&LZ&n
entitled, iflen and

72 page Rook,
Wall Wired,

explaining everything.

Iciomn of

SENT FREE. £?£”£■%,
New
and
7Z
Brokers,

Broadway,
jnel9eod&wly*

FOK HALE

( ulnioutli
taken Irom (lie rout to Itox

ton, Pritire’* express wilt

The only perfect creeper
made; protecting heel aDd
sole. Wholesale and retail by

Bankers
Work.

Owing to the Sloamer

being

Creeper
Cheap.

only complete stock of

THE

Wnin

H'vnvoc>o

Is the name of a new monthly, aiming to secure the
useful in hygiene, domestic economy and kindred interests. It makes war upon underground kitchens,
underground homes, baby killing by bad air and
vicious odors, heavy weighted skirts for ladies, the
bad architecture of houses and many other evils.
One of the articles goes into ecstacies over apples,
raw, cooked, sweet or sour, as an article of diet. Dry,
warm feet are also
urged—bow to be well shod is
indeed a great art. ‘Home Science* is throughout a
full
of practical ideas and facts,
capital miscellany;
*
***
and worthy of a place in every family.

Price 5 Cents. Fifty Cents per annum,
Fer sale at bookstore of AUGUSTUS ROBINSON,
under Falmouth Hotel.
P. S.—Four Sample Pages Gratis.
dc24dlw

ALL KINDS
—OF—

HEN’S AN® HOYS’

Furnishing
such

Goods !

|»y

Rail.
dec21dlw

Slcawi f'nginc

suits

law,

at

M. BUTLER.
no25

C. F. LIBBY.

d3m

TELLER_Madame
FORTUNE
Maddox, the celebrated Clairvoyant,
Teller and

j
I

j

!

N.

A
Fortune
Doctress, can be consulted at No. 3 Quincy St. Madame >1 .lias had large experience in telling lortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures, &c., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the
greatest fortuneteller of the age. Persons entering imoauy
new business or profession, the
conducting of which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can ioretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels since she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $100; Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
from 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
noSdtl

And all
it

Prices.

Scotch Wool and Heavy merino
Underwear, lull lines always in
stock.
GIVE

IIS

A

CALL.

Orin Hawkes & Co.
482 & 484
OPP.

erate the same. Wishing to commence work at t he
earliest possible time, we are now ready to consult
with, or receive communications from, parties interested in all kinds ot light manufacturing in view to
making a contract for the use of said workshop and
the labor ol the prisoners in the County Jail.
EDWIN C. TOWNSEND,)
County

WILLIAM SMALL,
J
SAMUEL DINGLEY,
1 Commissioners.
County Commissioners’ Office. Portland, Me., Dec.
1875.
15th,
decl5d&wtf
j

Apples,

Butter, &c.

—

SMITH

FOR

SALE

BY

PREBLE

HOUSE.
d&w4m36

Southern Pine

Flooring.

1 & 11-4 Inch
FIKST QUALITY FLOOKIYG,

300 M.

Dry

loads at Cargo Prices.
J. W. DEEMING,
410 Commercial Wired, Fool of CeutreWt
uei2
eodtf
For sale in lot9

liirigo

or

car

slate

Quarry Co.

DIVIDEND of one dollar per share will bo
paid at the Treasurer’s office, No 00 CommerStreet, on and after January I, 187G, to Stockholders of record December 15, 1875.
dec22
deodtjanl*

A

cial

Hotel

at

Gems of English SoBg!
Gems of English Song!
Gems of English Song!

75 of the best
songs extant, collected m a handsome

.Sz^TagLr32

Imusii;

“•

1"

tiling, “sfJo* 8i«

to London-

by mail, [enclosing

Containing a complete list of all the towns in the
United States, the Territories and the Dominion of
Canada, having a population greater than 5.000 ac-

cording to

the last census, together with the Dames ot
the newspapers having the largest local circulation in
each of the places named. Also a catalogue of news*
papers which are recommended to advertisers as
giving greatest value in proportion to prices charged.
Also, all newspapers in the United States and Canada printing over 5,000 copies each issue. Also, all the
Religious, Agricultural, Scientific and Mechanical,

Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational, Commercial, Insurance, Real Estate, Law, Sporting, Musical,
Fashion, and other special class journals; very com-

plete lists. Together with a complete list of over
300 German papers printed in the United States.
Also, an essay upon advertising; many tables of
rates, showing the cost of advertising in various
newspapers, and everything which a beginner in advertising would like to know.
Address

GEO. P. ROWELL & CO.,
41 Park Row, New York.

se7dl3jm

Steam, Gas and Water
PIPES.
Cdy, lown

are now

on
a sacrifice.

GEO. A. Will ( KEY & CO.
Portland, Dec. 23d.

dec24dtf

ana

Country Purchasers are hereby nothat they can buy

tified

PIPES AND FITTINGS
at this establishment lower than anywhere in the
State. Beneficial advice given on consultation and
service rendered at reasonable wages*. Orders solicited which will be filled and despatched promptly.

k.

McDonald,

noyl8d3m

DEVOE’S

-BrilliantOIL,

SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST. FOR SALE BY
ALL GROCERS. SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST.
For sale by
CHAS. Ilrl AITGIIMM A
aul6eo<l&w6m

CO.,

Portland.

For Sale.
8-kcyed German D FLUTE, silver keys and
trimmings, ivory blow joint, German silver
lined, patent tuning slide, Gunadill wood. Has been
but a little used, warranted perfect and in perfect

ONE

tune, together with Morocco case, live dollars’ worth
of instructions and music. All cost §50.00 at the
manufactory of Lee & Walker, Philadelphia. Good
raisons for selling. I will send the instrument C. O.
D., with privilege of examining before being paid for
by paying express charges both ways. 11 not as represented it can be returned. Price with case, books
of instruction, &c $30.00. Address

Portland, on MONDAY, the third
day ot January, 1876, at three o’clock In the afternoon.

Millinery

FORJALE.

Stock of Millinery in store No. 663 Congress
st reel, Local ion one of the best for the business
in Portland. For pariicnlars and terms inquire as
above
dec21dtf

THE

Wood, Slabs and Edgings,
Nawed
Limn
or

wed,

DIRECT FROM THE COUNTRY.
Delivered to any part of the city

or

price address Postal Card to

Decring. Fcr

J. §. IIOBBS,
decl5d2w*

IVcsl

Falmouth.

Double Hariuti —Cost to
been used six times only;

lias
Fine

order $300:

richly gold

mounted; latest style. For sale cheap. CARLETON DROS., 440 Congress street, Portland, Domesie Sewing Machine Agency.
dccH-tf

Fireproof Hoofing
or

applied by

J.

N

McCOY

&

CO,

‘J* Spring 81., Foi-ilaud,
UOOFERM AND PAINTER*
dtt

fy24

MDLLE.

BOUTELLE7

Seventh daughter of the seventh Son,

Clairvoyant and

Fortune Teller,

describes your future wife or nusband, looks after
absent friends,l ost or stolen goods, gives advico on
law and business, gives names, ttc. Office,
501 1-4 C'ongr<‘NN Mlreet, (up one flight),
nearly opposite City Hotel. Hours from 9 a. m. to
10 p. id.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Terms, Ladies
59 cents, Gents §1.00. l>o not ring, but walk in.
<lecl7
d3w*ttf
j

Directors for

PortMmouih at 11

Pullman Parlor and Mlecpiug Cars arc
all through trains. Stops for refreshment
made at the usual place*,
oelldtfGEO BACH ELDER. Supt.

Grand Trank R. R. of Canada.

rpHE

between Provident
Philadelphia every WED
NESDAY and SATURDAY give;
direct communication to andiron
Portland and all other points it
Maine, with Philadelphia and beyond. Througl
rates are given to Philadelphia and all points reachec
by the Penn. Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R.’i
and to all the principal cities in the South ana Southwest. No Wharfage. No commission for forwarding
Full information given by D. D. C. MINIv. Agent
29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J, B. COYLE, Jr.

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of tho
Cumberland National Bank, will be held at
their Banking Boom in Portland on TUESDAY, the
llili day of January, 1876, at 3 o’clock p. m., for the
election of Directors for the ensuing year and the
transaction of any other business that may then come

Express

p.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

m.

p.

m.

Express

B. C. SOMEBBY, Cashier.

—

—

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!
Canada, Detioit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati. Nl. Louis. Omaha,
Naginaw, Nt. Paul, Nalt Lake City,
Denver, Nan Francisco,

To

tion.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid lor at the rate o
one passenger for every $500 additional value.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Alanaqer,
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland, June 21,1875.
jnel7dtf

PORTLAND & OUDENSBURU RR
CHANGE OF TIME.

fllHE shareholders of The National Traders’ Bank
X of Portland, are hereby nolified that their annual meeting will be held at their
BankiDg Room on
TUESDAY, the 11th day ot January next, at three
o’clock P, M., to choose five Directors for the ensuing year, and to act on any other business that may
legally come before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
December 10,

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at (
M., and leave Pier 38 East River, New York, evMON DA Y and TH URSDAY at 4 P. M.
ery
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for thli
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted uj
with fiDe accommodations lor passengers,
makin*
this the most convenient and comfortable route foi
travellers between New York and Maine.
Then
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during tin
summer months on tlieir passage to and from New
York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to ana from Philadelphia, Montreal, Qnebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
83§r*Freight8 taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to th<
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent.'Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 25
Exchange Street.
ocldtf
P.

1875._declOdlm

Merchants’ National Bank.
Stockholders in this Bank
hereby noil
THE
fled that their annual meeting for the choicest
directors and
are

■

tho transaction of such business as may
legally be brought before them, will be holden at ■>
Bank on TUESDAY, the 11th day of January,
at 10 o’clock A. M.

lfflf

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
<Sec9dtd.

Portland, Dec. 9, 1875.

GAS

CONSUMERS!
THE ELLIS PATENT

LINE

NEW CONNECTIONS.
On and after IYKD\ESDAY, 33d, in.I.,
and until further notice.
TRAIN* M il.I. KI N AS FOLLOWS:
GOING
WEST.
8.15 A. M.—Passenger train trom Portland for all
stations, rnnning through without change to St.
Johnsbnry, Danville. Hardwick. Morrisvllle, Hyde
Park and Johnson, Vermont. Connects with B.
C. & M. R. R. for Lancaster, Whitefield, Littleton,
Well’s River, Montpelier, Burlington, St. Albans,
cSe., &c.
3.40 I*. M.—Passenger train from Portland for
Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations.
GOING ELA.ST.
8.00 A. M.—Passenger train from Upper Bartlett
and intermediate stations, arriving in Portland at
11.15

YORK,

Gas Burner, Regulator and Shade

O T H K K 8.

This is

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

Combined

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sundav,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
nlways in ndvnnce of all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St..and W. D. Little & Co.’s,491 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President.
ocll ’73
dtf

IEHJ

is decided to be tfle best Gas Light ever produced—
quite as steady as the Argand, which varies as the
pressures varies, and need to be constantly watched,
as all know, beside the great annoyance from the
heat caused by the styles of the shade and chimney.
By our Shade the light is deflecte 1, and being so
constructed as to allow the heat to pass upwards,
after being properly adjusted is always r-gulated,
with an actual saving of from 15 to 40 per cent, in
the consumption of gas over any other burner.

O. Xj.

marston,

PROPRIETOR FOR ITIAIIYE,
198 Exchange Mireet.
Agent

TO

Wanted._octUdit

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

AGENTS.—Canvassers should secure
territory at once for Ihe Life and Public
Service* of Henry W ilson, bv Rev. Elias Nason.
For terms address the Publishers, B. B. RUSSELL, 55 Comhill, Boston, Mass.

WANTED

Wilb connections to Prince Edward Island, Cape Breton and Ht Johns, N. P,

dCecil!Wt

The splendid new iron steamship
“BERM UDA,”Capt.Cleaver, wifi
leave Grand Trunk Railway
Wharf, every SATURDAY at

For a cas® of Co®gbj Cold or Jftthma (hat
ipOUUU ADAMSON’S B. C. BALSAM will not cure
by Druggists at 35 cts. Circular free.
fifll FI §?ld
Ds. F, W. KINSMAN, Augusta, Maine.
llULU
dlwt
de8_

<Mnnn

4,00 p. m. for HALIFAX, direct,
making connections with the Intercolonial Railway,
to- Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and
steamers for Prince Edward Island; also at New
Glasgow, N. Swith Lindsey’s Stages for Cape
Breion, and at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns,
N. F.
R ETU UNI NO Will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4.00 p. m.
No freight received after 10 a. m. on day
cfsalling.
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE.

Jr., Franklin Wharf,

AJID

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Daggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

10.1875.__declOdtd
CASCO NATIONAL BANK.

Steamers Elcanora and Franconia

ALL.

an

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

The National Traders’ Bank.

OF

Lewiston and Auburn at 2.50

from

5.45 p. m.

J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.

Direclors and the transaction ot such other busimay legally come before them, will be held at
Banking House on TUESDAY, the 11th day of
January, 1876, at 10 o’clock A. M.
WM. A. WINSHtP, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 10, 1875.declOdtd

H K A D

stations

m.

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m.
Mai
rom Quebec, Montreal and the West at 2.35

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with tirst-claas rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
BF’PULLMAN palace drawing room
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains

their

A

for Auburn and Lew*

annual meeting of the Stockholders of “The
Canal National bank of Portland,” for tho
election ot seven directors, and the transaction of
any
other business that may legally come before them,
will he held at their Banking House, on TUESDAY,
the 11th day of January, 1876, at 11 o’clock A. M.

ness as

FOR NEW

m

nml nil nninta in Hia

annual meeting of tho Stockholders of the
THE
Casco National Bank of Portland for the choice
of

STOHWGTOI

1.40 p.

Canal National Bank.

December

YORK.

train at

Northwest, West and tSonthwcst.

THE

CO.

folUws:

Trains will arrive os follows:
Mail train from Gorham aud intermediate

before them.
SAMUEL SMALL, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 8,1815.
declltd

T

run as

Mail train for Island Pond, (stopping at all sta*
tions to Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail
train for Quebec, Montreal and the West at 1.50
p. id.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston at 5.1

THE

Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO., Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia.

trains will

7.00 a. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
for Gorham and intermediate stations a

lston.

Portland, Dec. 23d.dec23dtd

Cumberland National Bank

ARRA N GEMENT

On and after Monday, Nov. 15th, 1875

Express train

Mail train
7.10 a. m.

8.30 a.

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
A Portland, Bangor & Machias Steamboat Co.
for the choice ot live directors, and for the transaction of any other business that may legally come before them, will be held at the office of the Company
on Railroad Wharf, foot or State Street, en TUESDAY, January ltth, 1876, at 3 o’clock P. M.
GEORGE L. DAY, Clerk.

A GREAT OFFER

1\

makers, including WATERS*’ at lower
price* lhaii ever before offered, monthly
■nstallmenlx received rnnning Irani 19 to
tiff months. Warranted for ff
year*. Second Hand Imurument* at
extremely low
price- (or cash
Illustrated Catalogue Mailed
Agents wanted. Warerooma 481 Broadway.
M Y. HORACE WATERS* A SSONSt.

or

oct28dtl_JOHN POUTEOUS, Agent.

BOSTON STEAMERS.

dec22_
your
nfl YfllT Male or Ftmal8thatSend
will

speoiaiT~notice

w

1 NT

MOWry
lUUilljI,

4wt
address and
in hon-

K«‘>“ing
oring you
orably over 8150 a month, Fure.

Ilcc*1'

I®“1NVENT0RS’ UNION.
175 Greenwich St.. New York.
4wt
__

AGENTS WANTED

NAt/oNAI^PiAjlIShYnG^CO ,* Pn/LAPKLPHiAi
dc22t4w

Paint.

The best and cheapest Snow A’ Bavin Patent
NIate Hooting Paint for Shingle, Tin and IroD
Roofs, also for cheap outside work, sold bv the gallon

seven

ANNUAL MEETING.

LAPI!AM,
Augusta, Maine.

nol8dtf

for the purpose of choosing

the ensuing year, and for the transaction of any other business which may then be legally acted npon.
GEO. A. WRIGHT, Secretary.
December 11, 1875.
dtd

F. W.

Htock of

a. m., 12.58, 8 27 p. m.
a. in., 110, 8.40 p in.
a. m., 2.57, 10.14 p. m.
Dover at 10.40 a. in., 4.45 p. m.
4*rent Falls at 10.22 a. m.. 4.19 p. m.
Kennebnnk at 12.10, 4.0.3. 11.20 p. m.
Biddeford at 8.00 a. ra., 12.30, 4.20, 11.38
Naco at 8.05 a. m.,
p. m.

Nate in at 9.12

JBBBB

are

Running

!V1 Allx LINE

444 Federal Street.

a. m.

Lynn at 8.59

^

Company

price] of

NINETY-NINTH EDITION.

m

TRAINS FOR PORTLAND LEAVE

WINTER

Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance ComTHE
pany
hereby notified to meet at the office of
the
in

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y.
declld& vv2w

Newspaper
Advertising.

MEETINGS?^

ANNUALMEETING.

janll ly

retail

3.10 p.

run on

Ocean Insurance Company.

Centennial Collection for Old Folks’ Concerts. 40 cts. By E. Tourjec.

or

m.,

alteration in t bains.

Iron Line of Steamers.

IEW

a.

Ronton at 8.30 a. in., 12.30, 8.00 p. m., arriving in
Portland at l.lfT, 5.00 p. m., 12.15 (except Mondays

marl3-dtf

ANNUAL

nd

TO

at 9

12.36, 4.25,11.42

HOUSE,

public.

L

Bockport

Woliboro KochcsUr and Orent Falls at
a. m., 3.10 p. m.
Kittery, Eliot. Month Berwick Junction,
(North Berwick, U'ella and Keunebunk
at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
Biddeford, Naco, WVst Ncnrborough, Meatborough and Cape Elizabeth at 9 a. m.,
3.10, 5.20 p ni

EASTERN RAILROAD TRAINS
run directly through to points on the Maine Centra
Railroad without trausfer, and make direct counee*
tion in Portland with all Steamboats and Railroad
diverging therefrom.

Hotel in every respect, arranged especially with a view to the wants
of the commercial and pleasure seeking

PHILADELPHIA.

Rejoice the hearts of the Old Folks with

WOLCOTT, Proprietor.

A first-class

PORTLAND

CHRISTMAS CAROLS.
By Howard. 38 cts.
ANTHEM. There were Shepherds. Millard. 75
MERRY CHRISTMAS. Piano piece. Wilson. 60

entliely

LEWISTON, ME.,
Corner Pine and Park Streets,
H. 1*. WUVG, Proprietor

Intermediate passage...
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 Tndia St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and foi
Dratts
on
Sight
England for small amounts, apply t<
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.

MAINE
STEAMSHIP

has been

new

DE WITT

Co.

or

(Jems of English Song!
Geins of English Song!

the

rooms,

Return Tickets

Clyders

Hotel,

auglOeodtf

Portland, Nov. 23. 1875.nov24dtf

MUSICAL GUTS FOR CHRISTMAS!
MUSICAL GIFTS FOR HEW-YEARS!

m.

addition of 24
dining room, reading room,
sample rooms and billiard ball, giving it a capacity
of accommodating 300 guests, making it now, with
one exception, the largest Hotel in the
city. It has
been newly painteo and frescoed. refurnLned, (many
of the rooms with black walnut furniture) and newly
carpeted, and is in all respects a new hotel, clean
and bright, and will be kept in all respects as a first
class hotel. Most centrally located in the business
part of tbo city, it otters superior advantages to commercial men and pleasure parties.
Its table will at all times be supplied with the
choicest that the market affords!

granted at reduced rates.
The Steamship
MORAVIAN; Cnpt. Graham,
Will leave this port for Liverpool on
SATURDAY, December 25th, 1875.
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the pre
vious day from Montreal. To be followed by th<
Steamship-.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations). 870 to 8811

being quacked
humbugged as I
Address, in confidence, BRADFORD
SINCLAIR. P. O. Box 3063. Boston. Mass.
no27
d3m

Bomon 2.f0 (except Mondays),9.< 0 a. m.,3.10 p. m.
arriving at 0.15 a m., 1.45. 7.55 p. m„ in ampletime to connect with New York and Western trains,
Lynn, Maleiu, Newbnryport and Portsmouth at 2.00 (except Mondays),9.00 a. in., 3.10 p.

ME.

past year
duriug
remodeled and enlarged bv the
THIS
also

have been.

&

To Manufacturers oIJM-Class Furniture.
to buy first-class Furniture
WE for Cash prepared
delivery of any manufacturer chat
sell at

PORTLAND,

CONVEYANCE OF THE

Passengers booked
derry and Liverpool.

save

—

PHILBROOK,
j decff0*12 Market Street.^

wants to

United states

Canadian and United State, iTIniU.

from the effects of Early Evil Habits,
most surely would I
SUFFERERS
you from both early
decline
from
and

500 Bble. Prime Michigan Apples.
“
“
200
Eastern Baldwins.
50 Tubs Choice Butter.
4000 Lbs. Cheese from best Maine Factories.
2000 Lbs. New Prunes.

Congress St.,

se2

AND POISONS.

Persons Interested.

Workshop is completBE ed and ready for theJail
machinery required to op-

i

QUACKS

known, That the

Jackets,
Underwear,
To and from Boston, Daily, by
Buck, Clotli, Kid Kid-Lined, Fur
Railroad and
All busiTop and Castor Gloves, Wool and ness entrustedSteamer.
to us promptly atmerino
Sacks,
Braces, Shins, tended to.
Heckwear, Ear muffs. HandkerSWETT & CO.,
chiefs, mufflers, Collars, Cuffs, and
dlw*
a thousand other things suitable |
dec22_
for men’s and Boys’ wear at the
CARD.

Lowest

AVOID

ATTENTION CONTRACTORS !

Cardigan

Boiler

ENGINE an upright of about six horse
p< wei. and hd Upright Tubulai Boilei of about
loubte the power of the engine. Apply to WILLIAM LOWELL, 30 Union street or W. H. PENNULL <& CO., 38 CJniov street.
jueSSdtf.

fjflHE
JL

LIBBY,

SWETT & CO.’S EXPRESS

as

Reliable, Durable,

PRICES

Cutlery

&

NO. 34 EXCIIANOE STREET.

MONTHLY,

other matters perto Practical

MINETES ONCE A DAV.

Doubles the strength in three months. Does not
fatigue nor exhaust. Refreshes and invigorates.
Removes dyspepsia and indigestion. Tones the nervous system.
Improves the circulation. Warms the
extremities. Increases the general vitality.
Exmihc and Salesroom,

SKATES I
splendid

nil

dtf
__

FOR

Steamship

TRAINS WILL LEAVE PORTLAND FOR;

Rlouceslrr and

new

Saturdays

UNTIL FTKTHKR NOTICE,

One Block from Union Square and Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in the
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
churches. Elevator and all modern improvements.
Easy access to all parts of the city by street cars and
stages.
C. B, FERBIN. Prop.
sep27d&w1y40

Price, Twenty-five Cents.

MERCHANTS’ BANK BUILDING.

taining

(Xtl8

REMOVAL.
BUTLER

sick but

lake it in time.

dealers,

ST.

University Place.

lit

remedy which is warranted to
speedy cure of the now prevalent Epizootic
a

is

and

On and after Honda?, Oct. 11th, 1875,

York.

ALLANLLINE.

UNDER CONTRACT

EASTERN- RAILROAD.
HOTEL,

ON- THE KUROPKAN PLAN.
Corner Irving Place and 1Gb Street, New

Order the above hooks of any of the principal music

REMOVED.

Family Finance,
Fami'y Education,
Family Hygiene,
Family Economy,
Family Dress,
Family Reading,

HEALTH LIET !

237 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

VERY LOW

NEW

EPIZOOTIC CURE
Dr. E. Maxwell,
a

WESTMINSTER

a. m., touching at Chebeagne, Little Chebeagne and I.odk laland. Returning, will leave
Commercial Wharf; at 3 p. m. touching at the above
landings. Will touch at Cousens’ Island each way
For particulars inquire ot Captain on board oi
STEPHEN RICKER, Agent, 131 Commercial St.
dtf
myS

Montreal Ocean

<Iti

HOTELS.

TIMOTHY

Save Your Horses!

Don’t wait until yonr horse

Mondays

“-0I
Albany at 10 A. M., and New York*
A. M. arriving in Portland at 11.15 P. M.
No*
at
BARNES
BKtX'*
can
be
found
53F“Tickets
28 Exchange Street, and at the Depot.
J. M. LUNT, Sup£.
my?
_off

WEEK !

On and after October 8th, 1875,
Steamer Henrietta, Capt. G.
LOWELL, will leave Harpiivrell

points.

r*
Express Train Irnre* Wotee*ie» »*«•»«*
leaylag
in*, connecting with Express tra» ng at

ROLLINS, LOSING & ADAMS,

jy3'_

all

A sleeping car
New York about 5.00 a. m
reserved at Worcester for this train.
6.20 p m. train for UorhnntTickets sold and baggage checked Jo all importan

reduction.

No. 22 Exchange Street, Portland.

HARPSWELL.

8

a

BOSTON BOAT TICKET*.

A. R. STUBBS, Agent,
mar24dtf

FOR

—

MAINE CENTRAL TICKETS
Lewiston,August a and Bangor less than regular fare

Until further notice the Steamer Chase Will leave
for St. John direct every Thursday.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annap
olis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,
Amherst, Picton, Frederickton, Charlottetown and
Summerside, P. E. I.
jg^Freight received on days of Ailing until 4
o’clock, p.m.

Continues to visit Portland at
the UNITED STATES HOTEL,
on the
second week of each

insure

Washington at

Gladden your Sabbath School by introducing
Shining River. One of the sweetest cf song books.

JOHN SMITH’S Counting Room, to 314 EXCHANGE STREET.dec2<Rm

Devoted to Practical Household Economy,

St.

but

A

octSdtf

_REMOVAL.

Issued by the United States Publishing Company

oct29__d2m

—

A

on

Bridges

“THE HOME SCIENCE

Board.
PLEASANT iront room, newly furnished, to
let with board; suitable tor two gents or gentleman and
wife, at 416 Cumberland street.
nov27-dtf

RICHARDSON,
Streets, Sidewalks anJ

have removed to

THE

hT,

Chiropodist,

M.

Portland, Oct. 5. 1875.

HOME SCIENCE:

iho

A THOROUGH

BOARD.

Chairman Committee

Boys,

CONTRIBUTIONS MOSTLY ORIGINAL.

same

172

E.

Counsellors

will be sold lower than any other house in the State.

on

rear

NOTICE

M.

No. 56
the easterly side of Exchange
STORE
Street, five doors below Middle Street. Also
offices in

front and

hereby given

is

of a new bridge, commencing October 5, 1875, untl
urther notice.

NOKKIDliEWOCH, MAINE.
For Circular Address IX. F. Eaton, Prin.

degree.

!

_kET

Family

DR. KEN ISO

PER

TO

Worcester, Springfield, Hartford, New
Haven, New
York, Philadelphia, and

Thursday.

Uniform in style, price and binding with the
r.bove splendid book, we have other books of
“Gems,” German,Scottish and Sacred; also
of best Irish Melodies, and the choicest Operatic Songs.

that Brackett Strecl
Bridge over the track of the Boston & Mains
Railroad will be closed to travel during the buildinG

ABBOTT I’AMILY SCHOOL,
Little Blue, Farmington, Me., for Boys.
Advantages unsurpassed and terms reasonable.
The Winter Session Opens January 12th.
For circulars and information apply to
AMBROSE P. KELSEY. A. M.,
dec23deod4w
Principal.

School For

32-page pamplet, containing a treatise on Iron
medical agent and other valuable papers, testimonials from distinguished physicians, clergyman
and others, will be sent free to any address. SETH
W. FOWLE & SONS. Proprietors, 86 Harrison
Avenue. Boston.
ia18deod&weowly

has discovered

all tho Rail and Steamboat Lines.

—

Springfield

Worcester to New York via

rail connecting at €4annd Trunk Junction
(Portland) with Trains from Montreal and way
stations, Lewiston and Auburn, and at Wvatbrook Junction with trains of Maine Central R. R. trom Bangor, Rockland, and all intermediate Stations, at Nashua f>r Lowell ana
Boston, and at WorceaJer (Lnion DeDOt) wltn
Boston & Albany Railroad for SpringtiehLAIbany
at
Hartiord, New Haven and New York, arriving is

Portland & Rochester Tickets

On and after Monday, December 20th, the Steamer New Brunswick, Capt. D. S. Half, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.,
every Monday at G.00 p. m., for
Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport every

as a

NOTICEr

ARTICLE,

aug23tt

T0

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

aug!9-tf

a

TABBOX,

dcodtf

have instruction in this useful art. A class will be
formed Fuday, January 7th. Terms payable in advance, for class lessons $20 for twenty lessons’
Private lessons $50 for twenty lessons.
For private
or class lessons address
WALTER K. FORES,
(Graduate of Boston University, School of Oratory,)
Box 830, City.
dcl8tjan7*

Furnished House to be Let,
on State street.
Very desirable. Inquire of S.W. Robioson, or Byron D Verrill. at

SITUATED
Middle street.

205

be called

€

oct9dt

ELOCUTION.
using the voice more than for ordinary
conversation, or with defective speech, ought to

Complete in itself—containing a perfect
Hpring Mattress, a Receptacle for C^otlhing. The pillow rest can be ndjnsted to

House

PLEASANT front parlor, warmed with furnace.
Also an unfurnished front chamber, and
smaller rooms for lodgers. No. 4 Cotton St., second
door from Free St.
nov30dtf

can

FIRST-CLASS

any

THE NEW

ONLY

SOFA BED

In-

dtf

Apply
7S2 CONGRESS STREET.

Eaton

plaint*, &c.
Thousands have been changed by the use of this
remedy from weak, sickly, suffering creatures, to
strong, healthy, lianpy men and women; and invalids
cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.

Boston.

General Agent.
Office—Cor.of middle & Exchange Streets.
Portland, IVlnine.

—AT-

BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street,

all the modern
THEcontaining
at No. 10 Central Wharf.

V.

had eight years experience in the
Grloncester.
Home School at
Has

decl7

Hu-

Di»ea*c* of the
Kidneys and Bladder. Female Commor*,

Energetic and reliable men wanted tc
represent this Company in Maine. Address

receive pupils in

at

Nutter Bros. & Go.,

Company of

Latin, French and the English Branches.
j

fection*, Boil*,

cheapest.

CLARK,

MISS BL. E.

Dyspepsia, Debility.
Drop*y, Chill* and

Feyer*. Chronir Di1’irrhcru, NcrvoiiM Af-

vestments for, its Policy-Holders, amount to $3,231,458 more than it has received in premiums.
It is evident, the Company that absorbs the least
in running expenses, can furnish Life Insurance the

land

DURABILITY

Please call and examine it before pur-

Thus it will be seen that the entire principal, and
$3,000,000 of interest has been saved to the Members of this Company, after having paid all the expenses ot conducting the business.
Or, in othei
words, the Company’s payments to, and present in-

New England Co.’s expenses of management to total assets in 1874 was,. 1.31 ^ cent,
WM. H. ANDERSON,
HORACE ANDERSON. |
Average expenses lor all Life Companies
STERLING DOW.
I
doing business in Massdchusetts in
(Late with Rolling, Loring & Adams.)
| 1874. 3 81 p cent,
Oct26-tf
The conclusion to which careful investigation and
unbiased judgment will lead one is, that there n
nothing desirable in Life Insurance, which may not
EDUCATIONAL.
be secured by a Policy Holder in the old New Eng-

Tight.

3 toand

Cottage

Agents,

No. 33 Exchange St.

This furnace is without exaggeration,
the most powerful heating furnace ever
made. It has the best Grate and Sifter
ever put in a furnace.
The radiators are
made of heavy plated Iron and riveted
in the most thorough manner.

ang2

uuu

Insurance

^

dtf

TENEMENT of House 413 Cumberland
Street, (las and Sebago. Apply at House.
nol9
dtf

i

TS

Let,

tfce premises.
HOUSE
declS

©

es

k

NO. 31 FEDERAL STREET,

over

H

'53

ocl2dtf

13,581, Ill-

$31,483,483 $31,483,585

GENERAL

®

Sh

Blood.

THE
PERUVIAN
SYRUP Vitalizes and
Enriches the blood, Tones
up the System, Builds up
the Broken-down, Cures

Company

Total

MDERSONS&DOW,

s

the

Has Hone for Its Policy-Holders

dtf

my22

—.

§

Insurance

H. HOWE 8c, SON.

BOYD BLOCK.

»

es
50

in

1840.sep20dtf

Civil Engineers and Architects,
176 Middle Street.

via

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

TRIPS

—

Boston, New fork, Chicago, St. Louis,
San Francisco, and all points West,

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

TWO

RATES

TO

—

and St. John, Digby,
Windsor and Halifax.

MEDICAL.

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND
7.50 A* M. for Koch«-«»**r. IVnobun and
Worcester connects at Rochester with down
trains on Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads
at Nanhun with Expre*s Train lor Lowel
and Boston, arriving in Boston at 1.30 P. M.;
connecting at Ayer Junction with Expre**
Train for Fitchburg «■««* floonac Tnn
iic I Ijine, and arriving at Worcester at 2.10 P
M.. connecting with trains South and West.
‘J.OO P. ill Train connect* nl Kocboater
with B. & M. trains for Dover. Boston, Ac.
4.00 P. ill. New York Expre** Drawing
Broom Car to Worcester and Sleeping car from

above named

SAMPSON, Agent,

REDUCED
WEEK.

Eastport, Calais

Room in Boston, 37 Tremont
Street and 57 Temple Place. Located in Boston since

dlm

CHAS.

&■ Union Sts.

month.

ST.,

dec7

A. KEITH.

the

53 Central Wharf, Boston,
H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, K.

uo2dti

Returning, will leave Machiasport every VIoIIdny morning nt 3 «» o’clock, touching at
above named landings (except Bucks],ort aud Searsport), arriving in Portland same night.
CYRUS STURDIVANT,
nov27dtfOen'l Agent.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

dtf

MT. DESERT AND

port.

3. W. Ac H. H. McDUFFEE, Cor, Middle

Iron

E.

o’clock.
For Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Bucksport, Castino, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Southwest Harbor. Mt. Desert, Millbridge, Jonesport and Machias-

A

dec6

—

§

LET !

To

...

York and Maple

Arrangement of Trains, commencim?
>toy. 8* 1875«

E.

CITY OF RICHMOND, Capt. Kilby, will leave
Railroad Wharf, Portland, every
Thursday evening, commencing Dec. 2d, at lu

generally.

$400,000.0*1
1,440954.84
63,784.04

•

Asftefs,

p.

octl

NEW

Capital,

UaHh

Street,cor.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

Passage $ 15.00. Excursion Tickets $25.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to

The Steamer

Caution.—Be sure you get the “PERUVIAN
SYRUP” (not Peruvian Bark.) Sold by dealers

YORK,
JANUARY 1st, 1875.

OF

LORINGl ADAMS Agents.
GEORGE WALKER, ROLLINS,
1835^WHAT THE 1875
Counsellor & Attorney-at-Law,

R

Cor.

ADAMS,

Hanover Fire Insurance Co.

BROKERS.

PHILADELPHIA.
feb8dly

§

dec22dtf

554

&

STATEMENT OE THE

108 WALNUT STREET,

FURNACE.

HOOPER,

amount of unpaid losses.$39,928 (j5

C0.,~

OBces.

'53

office.

at 271

05
76
24.172 81
63,858 64
7,500 00

AGENTS.

Petroleum, Crain and other Charters,
Freight Engagements made
lor ail parts of the world.
Marine Insurance eflected in reliable

Wrought Iron

O. U.

■

Commission & Forwarding Merchants

Richardson & Boynton’s

Real Estate Agents.
PROCTER, No. 03 ExchauKe

tPullman Sleeping Car attached.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup L
* Mixed.
Portland, Octoter 25. 1875.oc25dtf

Boston.

—

TBIP~PER

ONE

m.

To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in tho West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., G. A. Cbipley, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,

Through bills of lading given by
Agents.

UN-

1.40 p.

Haiitax.

Boston.

MACH IAS.

Roofers.
«
J. N. MeCO V A; CO., 9S Spring Street,

B. F. 1.1 BUY, No. 939 Pore
Cross St., in Delano’s Mill.

PENOBSCOT,

and SATURDAY.
forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and

Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenu. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

TIL FURTHER NOTICE,
FOR THE

—

Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

STEAMBOAT.
WINTER ARRANGEmENT

JAMES MlLIiER, No. 91 Federal Street

Freight

the rate of

Freight

—

Street.

half

PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
or Passage apply to
E. B. MAIUPNOX. Agent,
jn23-ly70 Long Wharf, Boston.
For

Fore Street, Cor.

Plumbers.

JOHN C.

Boston, 3 p.m.
Wharf, Phila-

a. m.

one

AND

—

Skowbegan

Augusta, Hallow ell, Gardiner, Brunswick
*7.00 a. m., 1.40. 5.20 p. m.
Rockland *7.00 a. m., 1.40 p. m.
Bath *7.00 a. m., 1.40,5.20 p. m.
Lewiston *7.00 a. m., 1.35,5.15 p. m.
Farmington 1.40 p. m.
The 112.35 a. m. train for Bangor makes close connection with E. & N. A. Railway foi St. John and

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and aIcCLKLLAN.
From Providence every WKDNEHDAY

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.

A. S. DAVIS Ac CO., No SO Middle Street.

of all the assets of (he Company. $685.089 21

ROLLINS, LOR

nov5dtf

Insurance

Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Watervill
Belfast and Dexter at t!2.35 a. m., 1.40 p. m.

First Class Nteamnbip
WM. CRANE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
Boston direct every TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.

From

sailing vessels.

Photographer.

GEO. T. CRAM, President.
JAMES NEWMAN. Secretary.

Dr. n. T. Wild©,

dtf

J. 1. BAR HOCK, £50
of Cross, Portland.

-$588,000
1,557

Cash on band in office.
Cash in Bank of Commerce, St. Louis.
Premiums in course of collection.
Personal property.

PORTLAND.

T. MEAHER, Cor. Preble and Congress Streets.

A

Hors* shoers at No. 70 Pearl St.
T Hulivuu, Foreman.

J. A. MERRILL Ac CO., 139 Middle St.

8685,089.31

ASSETS.

119 1-2 Exchange street,

A

PLEASANT, convenient house, centrally located, within five minutes walk of Post Office.
House heated by furnace.
Sebago water, and good
garden connected. For terms, etc., address “RENT,”

Horse Shoers.
ROBINSON & YOUNG, Experienced

J. A. MERRILL.

United States registered bonds.$294,003 00
Missouri bonds (short). 294,000 00

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

NICE House, ceutrally located, containing 13
well finished rooms, having Sebago and gas
throughout. For further particulars inquire of F.

2
•fiS

OEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange Si.
Upholstering ot all kinds
done to order.

8375,000 00
410,089.31

...

CO., Arcade, No.

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,

MO.,

JANUARY 1st, 1873.
Cash Capital,

delphia, at 10

Monduy, October i»5lti, 1873.

week.

a

CENTRAL R. R.

MAINE

LINK

JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. LAWRENCE.

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf,
From Pine Street

Streets.

PORTLAND. ME.

To Let.

A

LOUIS,

SAINT

Will practice in Androscoggin and Oxford Countde9eodtf
ies.

LET.

dec24

To Let at

Company,

ance

\o

op-

Stair Builders.

Central Insur-

American

(in Canal Ba£k Building,)

NO. 88 EXCHANGE
Upper Tenement 90 Clark Street.

WAT.TER COREY A
18 r ree Sirect.

STATEMENT OF THE

S. C. ANDREWS,
Counsellor at Law,
88 MIDDLE STREET,

in

ADAMS,

AGENTS.

Brown St.

Negotiated.

Congress St., “near Franklin. The tinder
by leaving it at this office.
d3t*

TO

ROLLINS, LORINU &

Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.
alGdtf

HOUSE, barn and

484,375.00

J. HALL, Secretary.

S.

STREET

Opposite head

acres

For Sale at a

FREE

74

out-buildings,
of land, at Saccarappa.
and 16
OTIS
EDWARD F. FLINT HOUSE and fcacres of land

TO LET.

this

D. R. SMITH, President.

tl

«. A. CLARK, IV.

1,305.14583

...

MEANS, Pearl Street,

Pattern and Model Maker.

8*100,000.00

Cash Capital,
Assets,
Outstanding Liabilities,

9

to Let.

or

Adams,

He

Steamship Line.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

OF SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

No. 37 Plum Street.

or Rent.
storied <1 welling house, No. 68 Brackett
Street, above Spring Street, together with the
stable. Nice large lot. Terms easy. Apply to
.WM. H. JERVIS,
dec!0d3w*Real Estate Agent.

A

TO

Rollins, Loring

dlw&w3ra51

two

T1IE

REGER, Sec'y.

THEO. M.

BERRY,

and

ffiovh, Job

For Sale

BOLL of bills containing 8180, in this city. The
tinder will be rewarded by leaving the same at,
W. H. PREBLE’S,
dec24dlw»Central Wharf.

on

80

...

SPRINGFIELD F. & M.
INSURANCE CO.

STOVES.

A

Total.$3,308,856

52,988

Loans.
Stocks—market value.
Cash.

poftite Park.

Washington

&

Four timen

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY &

STATEMENT OF THE

money Lost.

will be rewarded
dec24

453,630
242,768

65
00
50
00
65

AGENTS.

LUST AJNU -bUUJNU.

Lost.
SMALL BUNDLE containing

Mortgages.$2,449,469
Real estate.
110,000

ALFRED G. BAKER, Pres.

Exchange

RAILROADS.

STEAMSHIP

—

PHILADELPHIA

St.

SMALL & SHACK FORD. No. 35 Plum
Street.

8400,000.00
3,308,856 80

Realized Assets,

AU

nov!7

every city and town where gas is used for the
sale of the ELLIS PATENT GAS BURNER.
Very liberal terms to Agents. Inquire of C5. E.
octlldtf
ifiARSTOlV, IJ8 Exchange »t.

Yupilnl,

Waterboro,
MAINE.

Exchange,

lANCARV 111, 1873.

AND

Book Binders.
A, QUINCY, Room 11, Printers’
No. Ill

Norfolk, Baltimore

BOSTON

FOGG, No. 91 Middle Street.

—

WMt

PHILADELPHIA,,

OF

HOYT A

STEAMERS

STEAMERS.

Booksellers and Stationers.

FRANKLIN FIRE INSURANCE CO.

Small House for Sale.
Story house on Mechanic Street,bet ween Cumberland and Portland Streets; containing eight
rooms; Sebago and cellar; drain connected with celLot 40x50. Price $1900. Apply to F. G. PATlar
TERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Williams* Block,
dec25d2w
second east of City Hall.

Wanted.

Agents

to F.

For Sale.

WANTS.
Situation
a genteel family by a

Markers’ Tool*,
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, Arc,,

F. G. PATTERSON,
Williams’ Block,9d east of Cily Hall.

“0 wearisome condition of humanity!”
How
How many wretched homes in our land!
many heart-broken invalids! Life with many signifies a mere onerous existence. All are subject toiliseattf, but when health is removed the hope is nearly
0gone out. Sickness is usually incurred through ex
Especially is this true wiili
posure or carelessness

JOBBER,

&

MANUFACTURER OF

ON
Commission.

LOCATED

wrapped

MAKER

BUSINESSDIRECTORY.

STATEMENT OF THE

Watch and Chronometer

to
loan
first class Real Estate security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, tares paid, etc., ou

money

BY TAKE.

those diseases

MODEL

INSURANCE.

BABCOCK.

P.

C.

Estate

Patterson’s Beat
BULLETIN.

F. G,

Behind Her Sandal Wood Fan*

BUSINESS CARDS.

REAL ESTATE.

POETRY._

a. m.

1.15 t*. M.—Passenger train from Fabyan's in
connection with through train from Johnson, Vt.,
arriving in Portland at 5.45 p. m.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
At White Rock for North Windham.
At Scbago Lake for Standish Corner.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and
At
At

Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton.
Fryeburg for Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.

HES*“Freight

trains leave

m.

Portland daily at 3 20”

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.

Portland. Dec. 21, 1875.oct25dtf

Boston & Maine
RAILROAD.
FALL

ARRANGEMENT,

Commencing

October II, 1S75.

Passenger

Train, will leave Portland fr,r
Bonioii at 6.15, 9.00 a. in., 3.10 p. m., arriving
Ronton at 10.50 a. m., 1.45, 7.5o p. m.
Kcluruiug. leave Bomiou at 8.30 a. in., 12,30
3.30 p. in., arriving at Portland at 1.15, 5.
8.15 p. m.
For Lowell at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3,10, p. m.
For Manchciitcr anil Doncord and Foper
Kailroad (via New Market Junction) at 6.15 a.
m., and 3.10 p. in.; (via Lawrence) at 9.00 a. m.
For tare at Fall* at 6J5, 9.00 a. m., 3.10, p.m.
For KochcHicr, Farmington nml Allan
Bay at 6.15, 9.00 a. in., 3.10 p. m.
For Hcarhorough Beach, Blue Point, Old
Orchard Reach, Wnco, Riddeford and
Kennebnnk at 6.15. 9.00. a. m., 3.10, 5.00 p. in.
Morning Train* will leave Kcuuebnnk
for Portland at 7.20 a. in.
nt

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
running between Portland ami Baugor
Rockland, Mt. Desert. Machine, Easfport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
rains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes for refreshments at tirst-class dining rooms.
Pnrlor €’nr* on 3.10 P. M. train from Portland
and 8.30 A. M. tiain from Boston.
J-T. FL’RBKR, Gen’l Sup
irx-pv-c
S. H. m E\ ENS, Gen’l Ag’t, Portland.
steamers

au5

“A‘_

THE STEAMER FOREST CITY
Will leave Franklin Wliarf, Portland, on
Saturday evening. Dec. 25th, and tin the
week following Mouday, Wednesday and
Friday evenings at 7 o’clock, weather
permitting.

FARE
Passengers by

$1.00.

this Line secure a comfortable night’s rest aud arrive in season
to connect with the earliest morniug
trains, while the expense and inconvenience of arriving in lioston late at night
are avoided.
J, B. COYI.E, Jr., Gt’ii’l Agt.
OCU8-74

I

J
1 Agents for the be«t selling
mW QHfllll Prizo I'uckago in [ !lL'
wot Id. If contains 15 sheets
WW (111
paper, 15 envelopes, golden Pen, Pen Holder, Pencil, patent Yard Measure, and a piece of Jewelry.
Single package with elegant Prize, postpaid, 25c.

Circular free.

BRIDE & CD., 760

Broadway,

N

Y.

<1rc21dlwt
FOR

COUGHS, COUPS, HOARSEN ESS,
ANI» ALL THROAT DISEASES,
USE

Carbolic Tablets,
PUT UP

Wells’

ONLY IN RLCS BOXESA TRU'D AND MERE ItElIKPl
For
f,a.le by Druggists generally, and
GEO. c. GOODWIN & C0„ Boston, Mas*.
dee23
dlwt
A

“1,500,000”

Is the average monthly profit estimated to lie paid to
nolders of 9tock privileges bv various hankers In Wall
Street. The house of Messrs. Alexander Frothing,
ham * Co., 12 Wall Slreet, New York, who possess
a worldwide reputation for their striet
integrity, otfer to send gratuitously for one year their Financial
Weekly Report, and a book explaining how sums
from ten dollars to thousands may le invested
Those who invest little have the sane advantage as
largo operators. Send for their Weekly.—Boston
Post, Aoe. 12fA. Address
AI.HY. rKOTHUGHAn A CO
Bankers and Brokets, 2 Wall
K.

V
St.,
tleodly

ma!?6__

Vaults Cleaned.
ORDKRS promptly attended to
by caning
at or

ALL
VCbld

addressing

R.

(JlBSON,

5b8 CongTew Street

